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As we began to prepare for this lssue, I corresponded with my oldest childhood friend, back in lennessee: Tom Gibson,

who has grown up to be a Methodist minister and semi-professional magician. Here is a bit of our exchange.

lTiml The fourth quarter lssue of arcCA this year is on "Faith and Loss"-religious and memorial architecture, but

we're also interested in stretchinq the boundaries; any interest in weighing in?

lToml How very thoughtful to pair the two. Sometimes loss calls faith into question and sometimes faith grows

from. or at least in response to, loss.

One of my favorite word-of-the-day entries from a calendar a decade or s0 ago is "cenotaph." Ihe Lincoln

Memorial is one. I alxays thought it would be the perfect name lor a church, "Cenotaph United Methodist Church."

Folks xould ask, "What does that mean?" and l'd answer, "A memorial building dedicated to one whose remains

are not there." The stained glass in the narthex urould be a depiction of the angels at the empty tomb, telling the

women. "He is not here, but is risen."

ln the past few years, I have been drawn to labyrinths and their meditative proBerties. There is a bit of lit-

erature on walking the labyrinth as an exercise for letting go of los, entering into the center of pain and working

your way back out. You might look to see where some labyrinths are incorporated into architecture and landscape.

Grace Cathedral in San Francisco has a Chartres labyrinth indoors and another on the grounds. California has a

number of New Age yersions loo, but I don't knor the scope and range of architectural forms and variations you

might find: http://labyrinthlocator.com.

lTiml There was for a while in the architectural theory realm a notion referred to as "the presence of an absence"-

the idea that you can shape a space in such a way as to evoke something that is not there. lt got all hyped up and

not much was done substantively, that I recall, other than academic posturing, but it is a potent idea; the obvious

common example is an empty stage. A Dutch architect, Herman Hertzberger, says, less highfalutin'ly, that the

building should be a pedestal; the people are the art; that, contrary to the way buildings are usually portrayed in

the architecture press, they should give the feeling that something is missing if people are absent from the scene.

I like that way of thinking about it, myself.

There's a labyrinth in an old quarry in a regional park near us, and the kids like to run around it. ln the

rainy season, a shallow pond forms adjacent to it, where the newts breed. There's a road up that way that they

close every year for the newt-crossing season. I don't know that the newts have anything more intentional to do

with the labyrinth.

lToml Presence of an absence? A packed phrase. that one! That's really what loss is about, now that you mention

it. Not the absence of a presence: that would just be a void. A never occupied building may give that feeling, but

a once-busy-but-not-nowoccupied building would better convey loss, the lingering sense of no-longer. A pedes-

tal topped only by the un-discolored circle indicating where the statuary used to stand. or perhaps the statue's

crumbling foot and ankle reaching up to the space left by the missing mass once above it, or the distant feet of

a broken arch. parenthesizing open air. Loss isn't just nothingness, but a feeling of no'that-thingness, like that

ghost image you get when you stare at a spot then turn your head and blink; retention of vision, we call it in magic

circles. Empty space can be very calming. Emptied space has an altogether different vibe.

Walk peacefully,

Tim Culvahouse, FAIA

Editor

Torn Tim
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TO JOHN CHASE
WITH GREAT APPRECIATION
FOR THE POSITIVE IMPACT
YOU HAVE MADE
IN OUR CITIES ll, llt lllilt ill il|l
FOR YOUR CRITICAL CONTRIBUTION
TO THE URBAN DESIGN DIALOG $E$$mgnE=g

AND FOR THE COLORFUL SPLASH ffiffi#i:#

YOU CREATED IN ALL OF OUR LIVES.
YOU ARE SORELY MISSED.

The room uas suddenlt rich and the great ba1-windour u)as

Spauningsnou and pink roses against it
S o undl e s sl1 c oll ater al an d in c o mp at ibl e :

World is suddener than befong it.

World is craqier and more of tt than ue think,
Incorri$b! plural. I peel and portion o
A tangerine and spit the pips and feel
The drunkenness of things beingiarious.

And the fire flames uith a bubbling sound for uorld
Is more spiteful and gg than one supposes -
01 the tongue on the ges on the ears in the palms of one's hands -
There is more than glax between the snou and the iugu ,otut.

-Louis MacJ{eice
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Mdrtclair Presryerian Church, $roto ogposite ry Lee &rictr-

above ry oavid Uakely

Jim Goring, AIA

My father workecl at DMJM for twenty years, and, after missile silos, auto dealerships, post

offices, and condominiums, he ultimately worked on a church. Maybe that's where it began. As a

kid, I went to consrtruction sites and watched Los Angeles grow up. I do recall the church project

as one that made him happy.

My mother w'as a true Southem California seeker. She was very social, made friends with
movie stars, and carted me to a number of churches. We finally sbttled on Westwood Hills Chris-
tian Church in the shadow of UCLA, in part I think because General Omar Bradley's family
attended. In high school, I followed the girls and guitars to a Christian group called Young Life.

What was memorable was their summer camp, roo miles north of Vancouver at the mouth of
the Princess Louisa Inlet-a stunningly'transformed resort at the mouth of the fiord bordered by

a narrow, tidal river. In the morning, you would look up from your bowl of Cheerios to see grizzly

bears whack salmon out of the water. Timber architecture, god, girls, guitars, and grizzlies-it
was an amazing experience of the power of place.

While few architects I have met are overtly religious, all understand that a building-per-
haps more accurately, a spacHan have great spiritual power. Don Olsen, noted architect and

professor at Cal, told a class I was in once about an epiphany he experienced in the Hagia Sophia.

For him, it was a completely individual awakening having to do with scale and his place in that
volume and an overwhelming sense of infinity suggested by the expansiveness beyond the low
dangling lamps. Yet his experience was related to the place, and in a way that others could share

in, as well.

Religious institutions don't typically select an architect because of his or her faith. They
want a design that meets a budget, and they want somebody with whom they can endure a long
project, somebody who can bring many parties to the table and keep them engaged. They under-
stand their faith brrt are less clear on how to reflect that in physical terms, involve donors, staff,
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committees, and congregants and keep them
interested, not to mention how to get a permit.

Sometimes the committees are very
secular: a meeting begins with coffee, a sta-

tus report, and, unless someone is angry or

frustrated, nothing spiritual is mentioned at

all. Sometimes they are full of faith, opening

with a round of prayer that can seem almost

competitive. My favorite clients mix business

with faith and intellectual rigor comfortably
and naturally. At the fesuit School of Theol-

ogy in Berkeley, just about everybody involved

was an ordained fesuit priest. Being an edu-

cated bunch, at any point in a meeting they

might diverge into an evidently humorous
round of Latin quotations that could go above

a door-relating simultaneously to the story

of Christ, the ridiculous cost of the project,

and their frustration with the building depart-

ment. Design mattered to them, and they were

acutely aware of the history on which they can

draw. Their architecture connects strongly to
their theology and their mission. Working with
them felt a lot like going to a college where

there was a room full of professors and I was

the only student.

Most architects end up specializing in par-

ticular building types by chance. In my case, it
fortunately began at William Turnbull's office,

with Saint Andrew Presbyterian Church in
Sonoma. It was a rural area, so Bill and Mary

GriIEn designed the building to recall the local

barns yet clearly be a church-a marker of
faith. The gabled building was simple, elegant,

and economical-sort of wine country Gothic.

Then a master plan proiect for the Epis-

copal Church of Saint Mary the Virgin in San

Francisco came into the office, and I was proj-

ect manager. They had three buildings, includ-

ing a church building dating back to the r89os
and a parish hall next door that was in bad

shape. You had to walk through all their Sun-

day school rooms to get anywhere, and none of
the floors of the buildings lined up with each

other. After I was "graduated" from Tumbull's
practice (it was a bad year), I started a firm
with Tomas Frank, and we finished the project

together with the mother office. We turned the

parish hall upside down by putting the meet-

ing room upstairs under a big skylight, and

renovated the sanctuary minimally-new floor, ,

lighting. At that point, we had completed two

or three churches and were therefore experts.

Faith can find a home in surprising places.

We helped a Unitarian congregation assess

seVeral possible sites in and around Santa

Rosa. "Site shopping" was fun in the rolling
hills of Sonoma County, where it was easy to

imagine an idealized rural sanctuary. Until
they added in the cost of parking and access

and transport. They settled on a vacant r98os
multiplex downtown, which was perfect. It was

a sustainable reuse of a structure that seemed

destined for them. Committee members mar-

veled at the serendipity that, with very little
change, the "United Artists" sign could trans-

form into "Unitarian Universalist." The build-
ing was also inexpensive-the market for used

multiplexes was not big. And a 2,ooo-space

city-owned parking structure ten feet away was

free on Sundays. The closeness ofthe parking

was a sign from ... someone.

Like many of our projects, Montclair Pres-

byterian Church started out as a seismic reha-

bilitation-and an opportunity to remedy forty
years of deferred maintenance. The sanctuary

a fragile and dated A-frame building, had a

wood ceiling and a brick wall behind the pulpit

that folks really didn't like (many could tell you

the exact number of bricks in that wall). They

were an active congregation and wanted some-

thing reflecting their sense of dynamism. Plus,

it was The Church That Ate Sound, and they

had a spectacular music program. We replaced

the old plywood arches with smaller pieces of
steel and covered up the wood decking with
articulated sheetrock, which brightened the

space visually and acoustically.

You never know what you'll learn from
a church project. A member of the Montclair

building committee came to our office one

day unannounced and very agitated and asked,

"How can we talk about church and not talk
about God? Sometimes I think even our min-
isters are afraid of God." He was a landscape

conractor by trade but had a degree in divin-

ity and had clearly been thinking about this a

great deal before coming over to finally let it
all out. He started describing how the diagram

of a church represents our spiritual progress

through life. The narthex is birth, the dark
tunnel through which we emerge into the
community. Then we're together in the sanc-

tuary-human and flawed, but together as the

body, and we move towards the light-the sun,
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literally enlightenment, at the chancel. That

was the clearest story about church design that

I'd ever heard.

While churches typically teach us to love

our neighbor, their neighbors dont always love

them. The main reasons are parking and noisy

kids. But because you can t eliminate either of
these, cranky neighbors sometimes focus on

design. So context is no longer a formal argu-

ment, but a wedge issue.

In Walnut Creek, we were asked by Saint

Matthew Lutheran Church to come in after

an unhappy first attempt to create a youth

center with GE modulars. We saw the neigh-

bors coming with pitchforks and torches, so

we looked for ways to tie the church explic-

itly to its suburban neighborhood. Instead of
extending an institutional-scale building, we

proposed several smaller blocks, each of which

recalled the design and scale of the Eichlers

nearby-and we enclosed those noisy kids. It
was a simple, clear gesture that showed that

the church was serious (this time), about being

sensitive to its neighbors. The pastoral leader-

ship was strong-a surfing senior pastor (his

automobile license plate read "SurfRev"), and

former high-tech executive pastor (license plate

"TechRev") wanted a process that involvetl their

immediate community as well as the larger

community around them. After construction

was over, a few neighbors even came over to

say how well it turned out. It's a truism, but

many voices really make a proiect stronger.

We like to think of ourselves as modem-

ists in the Bay Area tradition. We like strong

Dharma Publishing, Berkeley, before and aftet photos by Goring & Straia Archilects

lines, formal rigor, glass, the warmth and craft

of wood. But sometimes a building asks for
something different. That's happened a few

times recently, and it's been an education. In
Ross, we are working on a new parish hall for

St. Anselm's Church. They have a r9o8 sanc-

tuary that is an atlractive and richly trimmed
Tudoresque pile. Like good Bay Area mod-

ernists, we went into the first presentation

with something respectful in massing but with

a decidedly Sonoma coast bent. But in the

middle of the meeting, we paused and said,

"Why fight it? What if we really run with that

r9o8 spirit of joyfirl, historicist enthusiasm)"

You could feel the whole committee relax, and

we embraced mannered half-timber, eclectic

in the spirit of Emest Coxhead. Everything in
Ross.is a revival of one kind or another. We had

a corner folly window that drew some atten-

tion. In one meeting, a design review commis-

sion member-another architect-looked at

us knowingly before the vote to approve, and

shared that of course the windows are eyes into

the soul of the building. Our building commit-

tee chair, a very senior executive at a very big

bank, turned to me with an incredulous look

and asked, "Is this normal)"
In downtown Berkeley, my partner Tom

Beil recently transformed a former auto shop

nestled between two historic F.atcliff buildings
into a Buddhist printing plant-from the rSth

century. That got some raised.eyebrows, too,

but it relates to what is going on inside. You go

to school convinced you are going to follow the

righteous path of modernism, and one day you

i find yourself presenting an eggplant purple

i and saffron orange Tibetan fagade remodel to

I th" t nd*.rks Commission.

I Corrrrr,rnities of faith come together for
I

I different reasons. One might be trying to quiet

the passions of the heart and the imagination.

Another connects to a tradition that makes

sense of history and family and life and death,

giving real structure to lives. Another is intel-

lectually engaged, drawing a line ofreasoning

that goes back through generations ofscholars
and lines of academic inquiry and philosophy.

Yet another might focus on fellowship, creat-

ing closeness and connectedness and commu-

nity through joint commibnentfaith/duty. All
ofthese afford avenues to begin designing and

thinking about a space.

We ended up designing churches partly

by chance. But I think one of the reasons it
works is that, although I'm an irreverent per-

son by nature, I admire and am respectfrrl of
people and peoples offaith. And from design-

ing a few we've come to understand how facil-

ities serve and reflect the mission of a faith
community. I think each group we work with
is also comforted to hear from us that they

aren't as lost at sea in the process as they think
they are. We can tell them, "Look, you re right
in there with all the others. This proiect will
work. We've seen it happen again and again.

And praying can only help." o
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a Conversationthe L

with Crai Hartman & Father Paul

Kenneth Caldwell

The new Cothedral of Christ the Light on the shores of Oakland's Lake Merritt has been widely pub-

lished. It has become one of the new landmarks that sugest that the Boy Area is no longer o backwoter

when it cotnes to stiking contemporory design. We hod o conversotion with the building's leod designer,

Croig Hartman, FAIA, of SOM, ond Rev. Poul Minnihan, who served os provost of the new Cathedral

during much of tlw process, obout how the bold foTm come together and what it represents. We met in a

conference room ot SOM overlookingdowntown Son Froncisco.

arcCA: When did you start working together)

Minnihan: We first talked about the cathedral in zoo6 when I was pastor of a parish in Moraga.

Craig came out with others to share this vision. Initially there was a lot of concern: "Why are

we building this)" I jokingly said, "I am cold on cool architecture." Shortly after that, I got a call

from Archbishop Vigneron, then Bishop of Oakland, and he said, "l'd like you to become provost

of the cathedral." And my response was, 'What does that meanl" It came down to working hand

in hand with our leadership, the diocese, Craig, and SOM to create the best synergy possible.

arcCA: So what changed in your approachl

Minnihan: If you consider life as being about leaming to leam, it was a matter of my coming into

this very room to sit down, listen, and reserve all my opinions.

Hartman: Among the most important ideas was that the architecture must be authentic, which I

would argue means that it must be of our immediate place, time, and culture.

Another was that its form might spring directly from the Catholic liturgy and the desire forAll photography by Cesar Rubio.
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inclusiveness. From this, the circle emerged as the organizing geometry. Over time, the circle has

taken on certain sacred connotations in many religions and cultures, because it has no beginning
and no end. But the idea wasn't, "Let's start with a sacred geometry and find a way to make it a

church." Instead it was a question of, "What is the essential liturgy of the Catholic Churchl" One

of the most profound ideas was that a sacred place, a place of worship or faith, is about gathering
together as a community. The nature of interior space can have extraordinary impact. As opposed

to a traditional basilica-which is linear and hierarchical-the idea of putting the congregation
around an altar as one community became the starting point for what this place should be.

Minnihan: The fundamental notion that emerged out of the Second Vatican Council was the People

of God. Craig is articulating this sense that we gather as one-a single people meant to worship
together, gathered around the Eucharistic table to be fed and nourished. And to celebrate culture
and art and music.

arcCA: Was there criticism about the design?

Minnihan: The initial criticisms, as it was going up, were harsh, especially from a certain wing of
people of faith. When people say, "But is it a churchl" that provides us an opportunity to unpack
the metaphor and to tease out the theological reflection that went into it. And so, in the end, peo-

ple learn about their faith through this building. For example, through the Middle Ages, churches
were based in a cruciform-a cross.

arcCA: And you see it still in St. Mary's here in San Francisco, a very modern church.

Minnihan: Yes. So people walk into this cathedral, and we start talking about the symbol that was

prior to the cruciform for |udeo-Christians, which is the Vesica Pisces. That is an 'Aha" moment.

arcCA: Craig, you wrote something about a stripped-away iconography appropriate for an evolv-

ing, multicultural population. I want you to talk a little more about this challenge of abstraction.

Hartman: The intention is to cut across class, race, and social conditions, to be welcoming to every-

one. We are in a city of many cultures. It's not like Rome or Florence, when the duomos were
being built for a single culture. This cathedral was built in a democracy. What does this mean
architecturallyl

I was trying to go back to the essence ofspace and form and light as the basis ofsacred space,

as opposed to embellishment. I thought that through light and space and a modesty of materi-
als we could make a strong human connection no matter what your culture, your background.
The intention was to achieve warmth, welcome, and a generosity of spirit with modest means.

Minnihan: This goes back to Archbishop Vigneron's vision: in this modesty, to capture the faith tra-

dition that is ours. The third verse ofGenesis, the first book ofthe Bible, is, "Let there be light."
So it's the very beginnings. And yet, as Craig appreciates, elements of our entire faith tradition up
to today weave through the building. The most obvious would be Chartres Cathedral. The pilgrim
path that leads you to the great doors ofthe cathedral is based on the grassy knoll that takes you
up'to Chartres. And when you come into the cathedral, after the baptistery you shift direction.
Straight ahead you see what is above the entrance to Chartres, the image in the Omega Window
of Christ at the end of time.
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Opposite, the cathedral during construction

above, the 0mEa window

arcCA: This conversation about abstraction brings to mind Father Marie-Alain Couturier's effort to
move the Catholic Church to use more contemporary artists and architects, advocating less repre-

sentational images of the faith. Why did you go back to a rzft-century image of Jesus as the focusl

Hartman: Archbishop Vigneron supported what we were trying to do, as did our very good art con-

sultant, Brother William Woeger. But the Archbishop felt it was important to have a strong repre-

sentational image somewhere within this abstract form. I was on board with the idea; I've always

thought that one of the great things about the Barcelona Pavilion was the beautifrrl juxtaposition

of the representational sculpture by Georg Kolbe in the pool set within the pavilion's incredibly
abstract architectural space.

I wanted to find a way of making an image that would be embedded in the architecture and

that, like the architecture, would be understood through light. That was how the pixelated form
came about. Once we had arrived at the technique for expressing the image, the question was,

what is the contentl
Many thought, as perhaps you are suggesting, that we should commission a modern artist.

In my opinion, sacred art throughout history has carried with it the cultural prejudices of the art-

ist who creates the work. I wanted to avoid that. So I came to the question, "Through whose eyes

and through what cultural lens is this image created?"

Archbishop Vigneron said the image should be what he called the ascendant Christ-not
Christ as a corpus on the cross. He had a drawing in his office, an image of Christ framed by the

intersecting circles that form the Vesica Pisces shape. It comes from a sculpttue above the west

portal of Chartres Cathedral. This rzft-century image, with its ambiguous, almost Asia-Minor
appearance, is the right thing in a building that is trying to go back to the fundamentals of Chris-

tian faith in terms of its shape, its materials, and its geometry.

Minnihan: You have the Alpha Window, above the great doors as you enter, and then the Omega

Window, which is where this image is. Alpha and Omega represent beginning and end, light to
light. That image is of Christ at the end of time, seated and embracing people into himself.

And not merely imitating what was but generating something more over the course of years.

The Christ figure at Chartres had his fingers up; over the centuries, the fingers in stone began to

I wear down. He's holding the Book of Life, which has all of our names registered in it, and it got

I lopped off at some point. Through technology, we were able to return the book and the fingers.

I tf *. are just imitating what was, what does that say about us today? We need to be able to say,

| "Here's what we can do with our abilities and technologies to glorify God."

I O, Chartres, you see Gothic elements and Romanesque elements. With the Romanesque

I especially, you ask, "ls it old or is it newl" When you look at the art at Christ the Light-the

! brorr", in particular-you ask the same thing. And that question achieves what we want tot'
I achieve: "lt's our faith tradition, so it seems old. But I'm looking at it, and it looks really new."

arcCA: It's been two years since the cathedral opened. What have yori observedl

Hartman: One of the questions that the diocese asked at the very beginning was, "How would
you make a building that's both sacred and civicl" I am gratefi-rl and moved by how it has been

received in the community-both Catholic and secular-as a symbol of cultural rebirth.

Minnihan: The aesthetic and the acoustic soar, so all kinds ofcultural groups are using the space. I

would say the greatest hope that we had is that people would find it a place to gather-whether to

worship, meet, eat lunch, meditate, or pray-that people find a home. And that's what's happened. o
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Jan O'Brien, AIA

Genesis r (Bible: King fames Version)

In the beginning God creoted thz heoven and the eorth.

And the eorth wos without form, ond. void; and ilorkness wos uporl the foce of the deep.

And the Spiit of God moveil upon the foce of the woters.

And God soid, Let there be light: ond there wos light.

And God sow tha light, that it wos good: and God divided the light from the dorkness.

And God colled the light Doy, and the ilorkness he called Night.

And the evening ond the morningwere thefirst doy.

And God soid, Let there be o frmament in the midst of the wotnrs, ond let it divide the waters

fromthewoters.
And God made the firmoment, onil d.ivided the woirs which were under the firmoment

from the woters which were obove the firmoment: ond it was so.

And God colled thefirmoment Heoven. And thr evening ond the morningwere the second d.oy.

And God soid, kt the woters undar the heoven be gothereil together unto one ploce, and let the dry

land oppear ond it wos so. And God called the dry latrd Earth; and the gotheing together of

the waters called ha Seos: and God sow thot it was good.

God is an architect. In this |udeo-Christian creation story nothing existed but Darkness and

Chaos. Then God swept across the formless void and lifted up an enornous dome to separate

water from water, thereby opening up space for all living things to become. Without the help

of the sun or stars, God commanded light to pierce the solid darkness. With Spirit alone, God

brought order to the universe. Then, within an ordered universe, intelligent life-society, civiliza-

tion---<ould begin. When finished, God was satisfied and observed that it was very good.
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When human architects set out to create sacred

space, we look to breach the chaos and give

order to our lives. As modern people, we are

constantly bombarded by information, noise,
and news and aggressively marketed to by
those who want to sell us something. Sacred

space can lift up a dome of silence and hold
back the tide of modern life. A sacred space

can allow contemplation, reflection, and the
overview required to make moral choices.

The three major monotheistic religions
known as the religions "ofthe book'-fudaism,
Christianity, and Islam-depend on sacred
gathering spaces. As a Christian, I am most
familiar with churches, but I have traveled
widely and visited other religious sanctuaries.

I grew up as a Lutheran in Buffalo, New
York, gazing each Sunday at stained-glass por-
trayals of fesus's life, with the icy city just a

sheet of glass away. I understood images of
fesus, the Saints, and even a white bearded
God, to be normal in sacred space. They were

there for our edification and inspiration.
Later, as a young architect, I was part of

a team working on a hospital in Algeria and
a University in Mecca. For these projects, we

studied the sacred geometries that make up

I

left to righl the Alhambra, Eero Saarinen's MIT Chapel, fladio Dieste s Cristo Obrero,

and the Utah desert; all photos courtesy the author.

the only permissible decoration in an Islamic
building. As )acques Berque has explained, "By

definition, as well as by divine decree, Moslem
art is non-figurative. God being the Creator
by excellence, Al-Mucawwir, and Tacwir, any

fashioning of plastic images and especially of
three-dimensional ones (sculpture) would be

unholy because it represents treacherous com-

petition with Creation."

I became fascinated with these pattern
games and longed to see them applied as

mosaic tiles, arches, and domes. Islam had
been the dominant religion of Spain for cen-

turies, until it was pushed out in 492 and
Christians reclaimed the country. So, while
mosques in Africa are reserved for believers,

Spanish sites are open to everyone. Eagerly,

our team tagged a visit to Granada and Seville

to the end of a trip to Algeria. Here mosques

have been converted to churches, and I experi-

enced first-hand the wash ofcolor and texture
of these interrelated geometries. Also, the rigid
buildings ofthis desert people were partnered
with courtyards-paradise gardens-where
the sacred geometries came to life in fountains
and well-ordered, fragrant plantings.

Is a space ordered by mathematics cere-

bral? Is it less instructive or inspiring than
murals and paintings that include human
faces? Why are these sacred spaces so dis-
tinctly different? Islam came into being after
Christianity had made its mark in the Mediter-
ranean region, in 6ro AD. Were the founders
of this new religion reacting to the art and
sculpture of Christianity? Perhaps.

Many years later, back in the States, I
watched a congregation in New York City grap-

ple with how to modifr the stained glass win-
dows in their church that depicted fesus with
pale skin and blue eyes, to reflect the current
multi-racial membership. The universality of
geometry or unadorned walls serves changing
times. Religious art in churches may promote
"my God" rather than God alone.

Eventually, I found what I was longing
for in the MIT chapel by Eero Saarinen, built
in 1955. The simple, cylindrical, brick hall is
enlivened by light playing off the water that
slips under the exterior walls, linking the quiet

space to the world outside. This is a humble
space, with human scale that reminds us of
the Creator by playfully reflecting the chang-

ing angle of the sun, daily and seasonally. The
movement of light on water reminds us of our
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connections to primal forces and the renewing,

cleansing power of water.

The Church Cristo Obrero in Uruguay,

by Eladio Dieste, speaks to me in a similar
way. Traveling in Buenos Aires, we took a ferry
across the bay to Uruguay. Held up by the
fog, we were late getting to the tiny town and

missed the Mass. The church was closed, but
after seeing the novel exterior we were deter-

mined to see more. We sought out the priest

who lived next-door and convinced him to let
us inside. It is extraordinary. A place of power,

it is not grandiose. It syrnbolizes respect for
both God and human creativity. The architect,

who is also a structural engineer, used brick
for every surface, daringly and playfully, to
create the needed respite from chaos. Light
glances in, and the repetitive scale of the brick
lends order. As Dieste wrote:

There ore deep moral/practical reosons for our

search which give form to our work: with the form
we creote we con adjusl to the hws of mott*r with

all rcverente, forming o dialogue with reality and

its mysteri.es in essentiol communion... For orchi-

tecture to be truly constructcd, the moteials must

be uscd with profound respect for their essence and

possibilities; only thus can 'cosmic economy' be

ochizved... in agreement with tfu profound ordtr of

the worW; only then cot have that outhoity thot

so oslounds us in the greot works ofthe past.

Two years ago, I stood in the new Cathe-

dral of Christ the Light in Oakland, before

the large pixilated image of Christ dominat-
ing the far end, the Omega wall (see page

r9). It felt universal, open to my imagina-
tion, not so rooted in time, with only the play

of light on the wooden louvers and concrete

walls. But I wondered: without the Christ
figure, hand raised in blessing, and the
nearly life-sized crucifix by the pulpit, would
its members consider it a Catholic churchl

Tiadition continues to be embraced by the

Church, frustrating many architects, who are

seeking to renew church buildings. When I
was on the building committee of a San Fran-

cisco church a few years ago, we investigated

using chairs instead of pews in the roo-year-

in this pew for my daughter's baptism and

her wedding. I want to sit here, holding this

very armrest and smelling the incense when

my grandchild comes to be baptized or for a

friend's funeral. A new chair, even in the same

space, would not connect me in the same way."

"Faith" in the lexicon is often paired as "Faith

tradition" and so underscores the idea that
faith must be something on-going that links us

to our culture, to how we are, in the best sense,

a part of a larger whole.

This fall, I sought inspiration in the Utah

desert, surrounded by magnificent red stone

buttes. A sense of the eternal prevails. Here,

in this harsh environment, I can see for miles

in the bright light. As I walk across an ancient

stone monument, wandering, I am brought
back to the trail by dry-stacked rock piles that

point the way. Partly to encourage hikers to
stay off the fragile desert soil, they tell me

that I am not the only human to seek beauty

and inspiration here and point me back to the

old church to accommodate a new, playfirl, eve- comforts of civilization, when I fade. Our best

ning service. Money was tight, but suddenly i sacred buildings, and religious groups, do the

there was a special donation earmarked for i same: encourage us to seek God, guide and

the renovation of the old pews. As one senior i support us as we do. o
member of the parish later explained, "I sat 
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David Thurman, AIA

Destruction of a Beloved Place

In Southern California's history wildfires have posed a near-constant

threat to human existence, often delivering rapid and devastating con-

sequences. The Pamoocha Fire in October 2oo7 on the 39oo-acre res-

ervation of the Rincon Band of Luiseio Indians in San Diego County

continued that unfortunate legacy. Driven by winds exceeding roo mph,

the fire ravaged a beautifirl valley that is a focal point of the Luiseflo life,
destroying 57 homes and eight other buildings. Magnifying the devas-

tation was the loss of St. Bartholomew's Chapel, the tribe's Christian
place of worship, and one that had burned and been rebuilt trvice in the
past. Called the'Luisefros" by early Franciscans for an adjacency to the

Mission San Luis Rey de Francia, founded in 1798, the Chapel repre-

sented the tribe's vital link to its Parish.

St. Bartholomew's Chapel served as a gathering place for many
kinds of events-not just religious ones-in a culture that has long prac-

ticed a tradition of oral history. For a tribe whose population has slowly

declined to its current level ofabout 5oo, preservation ofhistory is a vital

concem. "Their elders are passing away, with them much of their cul-

ture, history myths, and stories. Their tradition is oral, and very few of
the younger members speak the dialect," notes Kevin deFreitas, architect

for the new Chapel. While it is not surprising that the tribe forged ahead

with an effort to rebuild, it did so with a deep sense of loss, concern

about losing valued history and worry about a lack offinancial resources.

What ensued was a spirited effort to create a worthy successor

to the Chapel. In the end, the intention to replace the small, original
structure grew into a surprisingly modern 3,65o square foot sanctuary a

2,185 square foot social hall, and a courtyard between the two buildings.
This journey offers an important lesson about the way a design process

can help heal a devastated community and can explore an unusual rela-

tionship between a native people and Christian kadition.

Rebuilding: Early Discussions and Establishing Trust

After the fire, one of the tribe's first steps was a hesitant discussion

with deFreitas, who learned of the tragedy and approached the tribe to
offer assistance. As an outsider, the respectful deFreitas summarized

the reserved nature ofhis clients, who tend to protect the tribe's privacy.

"They are just not talkers. They contemplate and they are thoughtful, and

they say very limited things. I would ask questions, and there would not

always be an immediate response. It was a slow process of gaining trust."

Gradually a relationship developed, as deFreitas worked with the

Chapel's planning committee to develop several options. Although the

original intention was simply to replace the existing structure, as the

There is no love that is not an ech.o.

- 
Theodor Adorno, Minima Moralia

Social hall, courtyard, and Chapel, photo by Harrison Photographic
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planning committee refined the program they

realized that the beloved Chapel was actu-

ally out of touch with their current needs.

Fortunately, the tribal council supported the

idea of a more ambitious project. Because not

all Luiseflos are Catholics, the tribal council

agreed that the new Chapel could include a

social hall used for many kinds of tribal gath-

erings, not iust religious events. The project

moved forward, eventually quadrupling in size.

A few key ideas emerged to guide and

inspire the project. First, the Chapel's plan-

ning committee wanted to capture the spirit of
the original Chapel, with its peacefhl aura. The

committee also imagined incorporating natural

materials from the reservation itself, including
stone, minerals, and wood. There was a desire

to reflect the tribe's long-term commitment to

sustainable living. Lastly, they sought ways to

integrate the tribe's own history in ways that
would be harmonious with Catholic tradition.
This last idea would become a key recurring
theme for the design.

Powerful Symbols Drawn From Distinct Traditions

As deFreitas's design evolved, its contempo-

rary character elicited discussion and debate.

The committee asked how such a modern

design could replace the traditional Chapel

and appropriately reflect the traditions of the

tribe. George Arviso, one of the planning
committee's leaders, was even more blunt. "I
didn't like it. Too modern." DeFreitas listened

closely as the committee educated him about

the tribe's ancestry and rituals, including more

than 5,ooo years of history in Southern Cali
fornia. In response, his design focused on sen-

sitive integration of both Luiseflo and Chris-

tian symbols. It was an unusual and potentially

controversial approach, but the committee ulti-
mately agreed that the syrnbols forged impor-

tant links between the tribe's history and the

Christian faith and fit comfortably within the

modern design.

Among tribal symbols that appear in the

design, the womkish is one of the most impor-
tant. A sacred enclosure used for rituals such

as honoring the dead, the wamkish was built

Left: the former chapel burns in the Pamoocha Fire;

photo by Robert Shatfer. Below. the new design included a

rebuilt venion ol the Bell Tower as it sat previously,

recalling the hibe s fondnes for the original Chapel; photo

by Harrison Photographic

from woven willow and other brush, laid out
in an elliptical plan whose dimensions were

approximately l8' x 58'. It was extruded as

a fence-like structure about the height of a

man. In the Chapel's design, the abstracted

wamkish appears as two curvilinear walls, one

behind the altar and the other at the entry. At
the altar, the curving wamkish wall is dramati-

cally washed in a gentle light from a skylight

above. A series ofskewed wood bands, embed-

ded in the altar's wall, recall the wamkish's
woven structure. Other native symbols are

integrated in similarly meaningful, but less

obvious, ways.

The design also includes many sj,mbolic

references to Christianity. For instance, above

the altar, a skylight's elliptical oculus makes an

Icthus shape, recalling that St. Bartholomew

was a fisherman. The walking route from the

entry and main aisles to the altar forms a cru-

cifix, as does a perforated metal pattern in the

ceiling. The iourney toward holy enlighten-
ment is also reflected in the roughness of
stone at the entry, set in horizontal course-
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Left, the altar and wamkish wall, photo by Harrison Photographic; right, the Chapel s rammed earth walls and simply finished

materials recall the tribe's close connection with the land, photo by Danen Eduerds.

work, to the smoothness of marble stone at

the altar, set in vertical coursework. The design

incorporates a number of traditional statues, a

baptismal carved from native stone, and refer-

ences to numerology found in the Bible.

The design also includes symbolic refer-

ences that are shared by Luiseflo and Christian
traditions. The wood banding that represents

the wamkish at the altar, for instance, also

recalls Christ's crown of thoms. The Chapel's

butterfly roof is another example. The dragonfly

is a syrnbol of the Luiseio tribe; in Christianity,

the wings of the dove are a recurring image.

The sides ofthe Chapel are drawn together by

massive, unfinished two-foot thick, rammed
earth walls, a reference to the tribe's close

relationship to the earth; the walls are splayed

at seven degrees, reflecting the presence of
the divinity. As with the rammed earth walls,

many natural materials were harvested from
the reservation for use in the construction.

The loining of Luiseflo and Catholic sym-

bols is significant for those who understand
the sensitive history shared by the Catholic
faith and the tribe. This includes the Catholic

Church's gradual transition-owing primar-
ily to Vatican II reforms-from avoidance of
native cultural practices to greater recognition

for the customs of people such as the Luise-

ios. For its part, the tribe always retained its

native traditions, albeit through oral history

and underground practices. The new Chapel's

design plays an important role in reconsidering

these two legacies, assisting with reconciliation.

Lessons in Practicality and Courage

The journey to create a new Chapel reflects

practical attitudes toward rebuilding, as well
as a commitment to expressing deeper mean-

ings. Functionally, the design offers a place

of unity, \{rith the project's two primary struc-

tures expressed as a simply massed, village-

like grouping. The Chapel's butterfly roof gen-

tly rises from the entry to the altar, creating a

simple but dramatic interior space. Alongside

it, the shed-roofed Social Hall indudes a gen-

erous interior gathering space and handsomely

outfitted kitchen. Between the two buildings,
an attractive courtyard incorporates native
plants, a sculptural fountain, and dramatic
views to the mountains. The design's many
sustainable features, including the rammed
earth walls, daylighting, recycled materials and

low energy use, are expected to earn a LEED

Gold designation.

Beyond issues of function, the Chapel

expresses subtle and historically important ref-

erences to tribal life. This only came about as a

result of the tribe's willingness to rethink cou-

rageously what the Chapel might be, despite its

beloved status, and Kevin deFreitas's commit-
ment to learning about valued tribal history. By

integrating both native and Christian syrnbols,

the design explored a sensitive and unresolved
question-the relationship between native
practices and Christian traditions-that could

not have been considered in earlier times. In
the process, the project also reasserted tribal
culture by adding the Social Hall that serves

the entire reservation.

A New Beginning

Memories of the fire's devastation are not com-

pletely gone, but a sense of renewal, hope,

and healing has mostly displaced them. Kevin

deFreitas adds, "The congregation never imag-

ined that the destruction of the fire could
produce a new Chapel that would serve their
needs so much better than what they previ-

ously had."

The Chapel is also a source of pride for
planning committee members such as George

Arviso, now a strong suppoder of the design.

He views it as both a place of worship and a

means to teach the tribe's history. "New memo-

ries will be created in this place, in this Chapel.

We tried to put syrnbolism and stories into the

building that we can tell our children, that they

will tell their children, when they start coming
here to worship. It will be in this building, it
will be new memories." o
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f ffective January 1,2011, at[ newly constructed residentiat, commerciat, school and hospitat buitdings must compty
l-with new Catifornia Green Buitding Codes.

The AIACC and aecKnowtedge have partnered to offer online continuing education programming, making it easier and

more convenient than ever to earn AIA,/CES tearning units. The Accessibitity courses futfitt the required 5 AIA/CES units
for Catifornia licensure and the new CALGreen courses atlow you to earn up to 4 AIA/CES HSWSD learning units. lt's
simpte - go ontine, setect your course, participate at your convenience, and answer a ten question quiz. Prices r:tnge
from $25-$60 for AIA members.

At[ courses now avaitab[e at aiacc.org or aecKnowtedge.com

@ @
CALGreen 101 Presented by Dave Watls, Executive Director.

Catifornia Buitdrng Standards Commission; 1 AIA/CES HSWSD LU

CALGreen 2010 Non-Residentiat Measures: An Overview forArchitects and

Other Catifornia Buitding lndustry ProfessionaLs Presented by

Lynn Simon, FAIA. LEED AP, President & BitL Worthen, AlA, LEED AP,

Vice President, Simon & Associates, lnc.; 1.5 AIA/CES HSWSD LUs

Disabil.ities Access for Dweltings Presented by

Kerwin Lee, AlA, CASp, Senior Consutting Architect,

Rotf Jensen & Associates, lnc.; 1-5 AIA/CES HSW LUs

Accessibte Pubtic Accommodations Presented by

Kerwin Lee, AlA, CASp, Senior Consulting Archrtect.
Rotf Jensen & Associates, lnc.; '1.5 AIA/CES HSW LUs

Stepping thru Vertical Heights Presented by

Janis Kent, AlA, CASp, Certified Access Speciatist,
Stepping Through Accessibitity; 2 AIAICES HSW LUs

CALGreen for Residentiat Buitdings: Mandatory Measures and

Recommended Strategies Presented by Lynn Simon, FAIA, LEED AP,

President & Bitt Worthen, AlA, LEED AP, Vice President,

Srmon & Assocrates, lnc.; 1.5 AIA/CES HSWSD LUs

For more information, vasit aiacc.org or emaiI CEP@aiacc.org
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Kurt Lavenson, AIA

ln Praise of Iallovrr Fields fal'low lfaFoh]

r. (of land) plowed and Ieft unseeded for a season or more; uncultivated.
z. not in use; inactive: My creative energies have lain fallow this year.

- From www. dictionary.com

Let Everything happen to you: beauty and terror.

fust keep going. No feeling is final.
-From a poemby Roiner Maio Rilke

The economic downturn has hit my architecture business rather hard.
For years, decades actually, I have had a list ofclients waiting patiently
for me to design their projects. I plowed steadily through my worHoad,
and the waiting list extended into the future just as steadily. Now the
backlog is gone. I have worked my way through most.of the jobs and

have large blocks of unscheduled time. I live and work only in the pres-

ent tense, not quite sure of the outlook next year or even two quarters
ahead. This can be awkward to discuss with friends and colleagues. I
see the pained look flicker across their faces when I answer the ubiqui
tous "so how's business?" with an unequivocal "really slow." Apparently,
I have offered more than they really wanted to hear, violating an unspo-

ken rule by giving voice to loss. Occasionally I go further, adding "...

and I like it." Perhaps I am expected to say business is great, or at least

pretty good, or, at the very least, picking up again. It is apparently safe to

talk about loss in the past tense, but not in the present. Some colleagues

zE
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are relieved to discuss loss in the open, taking

comfort that they are not alone, but most react

as if it might be contagious and pull back. For

my part, I am learning to embrace the slow-

down for its cathartic qualities. The stillness

has within it another kind of wealth-one of
reflection, grounding, and opportunity. I have

come to appreciate the fallow period.

Until the modern era of chemical fertil-
izers, pesticides, and herbicides, it was com-

mon practice for farmers to let alternating
sections oftheir fields go fallow to regenerate.

This gave the soil and organisms a chance to

rebuild the nutrient base for the subsequent

crops to draw upon. More recently, as empha-

sis shifted toward maximum production, the

soil was never allowed to rest. Nutrient flows

were subsidj,zed and accelerated by artificial
means. As we have learned, these methods

deplete natural resources, pollute the aquifers,

and often yield toxic food products. The lat-

est counterbalancing result has been the rise

of organic and sustainable farming, includ-

ing fallow soil periods-a less "efficient" but

healthier alternative.

I see a metaphor here for the fatigue in
the construction industry and the economy

as a whole. The boom cycles are unsustain-

able without artificial subsidies and become

unhealthy when pushed past their natural lim-
its. We are realizing, not for the first time
but maybe for the last, that an economy that

primarily measures success in terms of speed

and quantity of production will eventually yield

toxic products and cannibalize its own resource

base. I am not arguing against efficiency, just

appreciating the elegance of certain natural

We are realizing, not for the first time but maybe for the last. that an economy that

primarily measures success in terms of speed and quantity of production will eventually

yield toxic products and cannibalize its own resource base.

processes that may appear inefficient, like the

plowed fields left unplanted and uncultivated

for a season. They are actually quite efficient

and self-sustaining. When we think with a

long-term perspective, not doing can be as valu-

able as doing. There is opportunity in stillness.

Many now claim their design practices

to be focused on sustainability. t'm not con-

vinced, however, that specifying bamboo floors

and solar arrays is enough to deserve that

moniker, if the underlying business cannot

survive without constant production. What if
our own business practices were designed to

incorporate fallow periods? Perhaps it would

make the business itself more sustainable if it
were designed to allow, or to celebrate, pauses

in the economic cycle. I have an image in my

head from my childhood on the east coast,

where we would awake to "snow days." Schools

and businesses were unable to open due to an

overnight blizzard. Roads were impassable.

Everything was closed. They were wonderful

ad hoc days, filled with inventive play, family

bonding, and regeneration of spirit. The inter-

ruption of business as usual was a blessing,

and the days that followed were better for it.
This example is obviously more simplistic
and rosy than the depths of a recession, but

most of us have heard similar descriptions of
communities banding together during severe

natural disasters, as well. The point is that the

surprise and the loss ofcontrol can be consid-

ered normal occurrences. They are unpredict-

able and overwhelming at first, but ultimately

manageable and usefirl in their own way, even

if that way is not obvious at the outset. How

many of us have said at one time or another

29 srcCl l0.l

that we learned more from a test we failed or a
job we lost than from the others?

The specifics of a truly sustainable busi-

ness model will vary for different practitioners

and firms. For some, the consequences of a

slowdown are more dismal than for others.

What is common to all is the need to become

less afraid of loss and stillness. Embracing

fallow periods allows change to enter the equa-

tion. Clearly, we don't need to seek sadness

or emptiness; we just need to stop pretending

that we can entirely prevent them and to end

our amnesia about natural cycles. We need to

find balance. If we become adept at managing

seasonal or cyclical slowdowns, we can build
healthier businesses focused on more modest

booms and less drastic busts. Architects under-

stand process and change more than most peo-

ple. We are visionaries, expert in the creation of
new patterns. It is important to use these skills

right now to redesign our own livelihoods.

The economist fuliet Schor, in her book

Plentitude, addresses the concept that there are

other forms of wealth and strength available

in the economy if we leam, or remember, how

to value them. She suggests that, historically,

as more labor time went into the marketplace,

time for community disappeared along with
relationships. We lost "a potent form of eco-

nomic wealth which people can turn to during
financial instability or adverse climate events."

We became too busy to cultivate this source

of wealth and security. Perhaps we can add it
back into the balance sheet now. Similarly, the

concept of "slowness" might now be associated

with value rather than with scarcity or failure.

Slowness allows time to savor, reconsider, and



choose wisely among oppodunities. Slowness

is sometimes iust thoroughness, which is a

prerequisite to mastery. If a sign of craziness is

doing the same thing repeatedly and expecting

a different result (to paraphrase Einstein) then
why are we simply hoping for the economy
to "recover") Do we really want to go back to
what we were doing? Or would it be better to
lie fallow, pause, reconsider, and redirect) In
other words, if where you are now is what you

want in the future then plant the same "crops"

again. If not, then plant something different.
This is your chance. The emptiness of the fal-

low field becomes less frightening when we

have faith and confidence that it will produce

again in the future, or more specifically that we

can make it produce what we really need and

want in the future. Rather than being dead, the

bare ground is alive and filled with potential.

Recently, I spoke with Sim Van der Ryn,

a leading proponent of sustainability before

most of us knew the word. Sim emphasizes

whole systems thinking and approaches design

as a naturalist and a philosopher. I still draw
upon the lessons he taught when I was an
undergraduate student of his at Berkeley in
r98o, following his tenure as the California
State Architect. He had us study the rhythm of
energy flows, urban farming ... and compost.

We spent a lot of time on how things decay

and regenerate. We learned to delight in the
breakdown of materials into basic nutrients
that became available for the growth of new
forms. Only then did we get back to the cre-

ative business of design. In the tradition of
great teachers, Sim distracted students from
their assumptions and expectations about

architectural form and opened a pathway to
the underlying organic principles. Similarly,
we might now set aside our negative assump-

tions about the current economic decay and
look for the lessons and opportunities that lie
under the surface. Sim also introduced his
students to the hazards of monoculture-the
planting of vast tracts of land with a single
crop in the name of efficiency. Monoculture
makes that entire crop vulnerable to singu-
lar disaster. One particular bug infestation
or disease wipes out everything or requires
radical intervention and subsidy. The par-

allels between that scenario and the recent
business sector failures are rather striking.

I a.sked Sim to share some comments
with me about tliLe fallow field metaphor. After
hours of conversation and a lunch made from
ingredients that Sim raised within roo yards

of his table, I had only one word circled on
my notepad: Presence. We always came back

to presence. In order to advance and to evolve,

it is essential to stop doing things that dis-
tract us from the wisdom that resides within
nature and within ourselves. If ambitious,
hyper multi-tasking is a skill of the head, then
mindful presence is a skill of the heart. Valu-

able knowledge and insight reside in the heart,

where they are often ignored in the rush to
success or the panic of a crisis. Thking time
to pause allows us to connect with them and

to become available for a fundamentally new
kind ofproductivity.

Endings are required before we can have

new beginnings. They are inflection points
in the cycle. The cusp of profound change is
similar to the demolition phase on a construc-

3o

tion project. Before building something new,

it is necessary to destroy old structures that
are interfering-to clear the ground. We have

to accept loss, and sometimes destruction, in
order to grow. We must release the past and its
hold on us. During a biographical interview for
USC, Frank Gehry described a period in ry78
when, at the age of 49, his work came to a sud-

den halt. During dinner at his home, in a con-

versation with his biggest client, the president

of the commercial developer Rouse Company,

he admitted that he had not really liked most

ofwhat he had been designing. So they parted

ways amicably, and a few days later Gehry had

to cut his staffof fifty down to three. He called

the experience "seeing the devil" and said it
wasn't the first or last time something like that

happened to him. But the moment was also a
turning point when he committed his atten-

tion to the kind of design work that aroused

his passion. The rest, as we say, is architectural
history. He is now one of the most notable

and celebrated architects in the world, having

fundamentally redefined'building form and
process. Gehry allowed himself to acknowl-

edge his sense of loss and disappointment.
He spoke from the heart. He stopped what he

was doing, took the hit, and remained present.

Then he was available to follow his inspiration
and to use his gifts in new and more meaning-

firl ways.

So, the next time you pass a fallow field
or experience one coming into your life as

a metaphor, breathe deep and welcome its
regenerative power. Embrace the stillness and

the potential. o



The tternal Flame
Harold L. Adams, FAIA, RIBA, JIA

Editor's note: Architect John Carl Worurecke died in early zoto. The atuthor

told this stary ot th.e, memorial celebration ot Wamecke's ronch neor HeaWsburg.

I started in the Washington office of fohn Carl Warnecke in May of
1962. The office worked on a number of projects for the Kennedy

administration, along with private commissions for Mrs. Kennedy and

Robert Kennedy, the President's brother. Warnecke was also among

the team working with the President to select a site for the Presidential

Library. So, by fall of ry63, in my capacity as Warnecke's office director, '

I had been in multiple meetings with the President and Mrs. Kennedy.

Little that led up to that terrible day in November, though, or anything

in my training as an architect, prepared me for the next twelve months.

On November 21, ry64, one day after the assassination, Defense

Secretary Robert McNamara called the office looking for Warnecke,

who was in Hawaii working on a new state capital. W'arnecke caught an

overnight flight to Washington to attend the funeral and help a small

team, which included Mrs. Kennedy and Bobby, then the U.S. Attorney

General, to select a suitable gravesite at Arlington Cemetery.

Once a site was chosen, we launched an intensive research effort

into gravesite and memorial design. We studied the graves of famous

people, military leaders, politicians, especially those who had been

assassinated. We studied the history and protocols of Arlington Cem-

etery and of our great national memorials. By fanuary we submitted our ,

findings, which consisted of a mountain of research and some prelimi-

nary design criteria.

After two extremely emotional meetings with Mrs. Kennedy and

Bobby, we set out on the design. We knew that the site called for a land-

scape solution, so we called in Lawrence Halprin, Hideo Sasaki, and

Thomas D. Church for advice. This was the beginning of more than

sixty meetings and work-sessions with well over a hundred architects,

sculptors, advisors, cabinet members, and virtually every member of
the Kennedy family. In our minds, each voice was to be heard, and each

opinion mattered. By spring of ry64, we developed what we felt was a

suitable design.

While the design was progressing, however, a debate had been

going on within the family over symbolism. The Kennedys were an '

intensely religious family, and |ohn was the nation s first Catholic presi

dent. Some felt that the grave should have a more literal representation ,

of the President's faith, perhaps a cross, while others thought it should

be more secular. Mrs. Kennedy instructed us to bring in as many advi-

sors as we needed to resolve the issue, so that spring and early sum-

mer were spent consulting with liturgical experts, religious sculptors,

theologians, and every Kennedy who had an opinion. The issue seemed

unsolvable until Eunice Shriver suggested a meeting with Rev. Martin

DArcy, S.f ., a |esuit and old Kennedy friend. (Later I learned that Father

DArcy was one of the world's most respected Christian philosophets.)

Father DArcy reviewed the design, the stacks of reports and meet-

ing notes, and he seemed quite pleased with the outcome. With regard

to symbolic elements, he advised that religion need not be advertised; it
is something between an individual and his God. He felt that the grave

must be fitting, noble, and intimate; it was not essential to have a cross

as a vertical element. If a cross were to be used, it would be preferable to

have it as a part of the element that covers the body. He suggested that

we have a marker with the name and the dates of life with a small cross

above the name. We had a solution-a simple, elegant solution.

The rest of the summer was spent reviewing the design with the

family, adjusting things slightly, and working through the technical

issues of the eternal flame. Little about the design was without contro-

versy, but Father DArcy was a powerful advocate. The team prepared

for a November 16 press conference (though nobody called them press

conferences back then) and an unveiling of the design at the National

Gallery of Art-almost one firll year after the assassination.

The aftemoon before the unveiling, we received a call from Bobby,

who had been talking with family members who were concerned that

the symbolism issue had not been satisfactorily addressed. We had

come so far and everyone knew we were so close-but it looked as if
everything would come to a screeching halt. Undaunted, we put our

heads together and wrote a one-page statement on the "Religious Sig-

nificance of the Design." The family loved it, and we held the press con-

ference the next motning. o
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Death Texas

Jim Williamson

For most people, this is a story about Tbxas, for some, a story about archi-
tecture. And to a few who know obout both Texas ond architecture (I am

thinking here of the late "Texas Ronger" John Hejduk), it is a sort of myth:
an intersec-tion of human beings with place, grounded as much in our imogi-

nations os it is in reality----as such ploces inevitobly are. When I tell the story

to my stud,ents, I tell it for all three of these reasons. It is olso a coming of age

story the story of my frst job and my first project.

As most stories do, this story has an ending, and the ending is so strange

that I will break with convention and. reveol it now: They buried her in a

martini shaker...and a Dife-cup.

Mid-way between El Paso and Fort Worth, Midland was peculiar even by
Texas standards. The land it rested upon had once been an ancient sea-

bed, now lifted up to become the Texas High Plains. It is full of tumble-
weeds, high winds, and dust storms-and, at that time, oil: lots of oil. A
small city of sixty thousand, Midland had more millionaires per capita

than any other city, more private planes, more Rolls Royces.

Like others in the fifties, architect Frank Welch found his way to
Midland as part of a phalanx of Texans and northeasterners who trav-

eled to West Texas to find success. He was handsome and talented, and
he had married a kind and gracious banker's daughter. He was also a

favored prot6g6 of O'Neil Ford, the granddaddy of Texas architecture,
and was as likely to give his stafflectures on architecture as on a picasso

show at MOMA. A good architect and a bon vivant: Frank was exactly
the kind of person I wanted to work for.

I had been in the ofhce two weeks when Frank came to me and
said that his best friend had called to tell him that the wife of one of his
several brothers had passed away, and his brother wanted us to design a

gravesite for her on the Soren family ranch in the foothills of the Davis

Mountains. Frank wanted me to design the gravesite and-in what
must be one of the oddest combinations of tasks-to turn an old adobe
chicken coop into a guesthouse.

I set to designing and laboriously rendering what I hoped to be a

minor de Styl masterwork: a set of finely proportioned, low, gray granite
slabs in contrast to the rough exposed red granite of the site. In my view,
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the scheme was elegant and artistic; I was happy with the results.

The Soren family apparently was noL I eliminated some of the

slabs; they sent back an untrained sketch of a lone star that filled a

sheet of oil-company stationery dimensioned to {it into a twelve-foot

diameter circle. I thought, "Were they going to visit in a helicopter?"

A few years earlier, Frank had struggled with the design of his own

son's grave, and he understood the exaggerations ofgrief. Somehow, he

talked them out of the star. The mioor ile Styl masterwork'was, however,

never to appear again; instead we settled on a non-descript, simple,

rose-granite square within a square about two feet on a side. Our think-

ing was: "At least its not the star."

And then a new requirement arose: a cross on a nearby hill, like, o/

course, Calvary. Even though I am a Christian, it was simply painfirl and

disheartening even to make a drawing for the stonecutters; it seemed as

unfortunate an idea as the star. To make things worse, we weren't reno-

vating the chicken coop anymore.

During all this time, several trips were made to the ranch either

by car, which took several hours, or by private plane. Mr. Soren would

sometimes fly up to Midland from San Antonio to meet us, and then

we would fly down to the ranch together. We would land on the ranch's

own landing strip and then drive up a single-lane asphalt road to the

ranch. The main house was big and straggled a hill and fi'rll of western

art. Cowboys worked outside, mirroring the art inside. On some visits,

we would arrive early enough to eat cabrito that the Teiana cooks would

prepare for lunch. The ranch had a gritty romanticism to it and stru&
me as its own world.

Charlie O'Donnell, the ranch foreman, in his sixties, was tall and

slim and really did look like fohn Wayne. When young, he must have

been what some women called "a tall glass of water." He was an admi

rable man; he would go out to the campsites along the migrant trails

that crossed the ranch and leave food for the illegal workers. He did this

because it was the right thing to do and because he knew their lot was

terribly harder than his-it was a different Texas back then.

Charlie was in love with two women, Mrs. O'Donnell and Mrs.

Soren. His love of Mrs. Soren wasn't romantic but out of a bond they

had made through generosity and respect. Some of the other ranches in

the area were merely weekend retreats, but Mrs. Soren had instructed

Charlie that he was a ranch foreman and not a caretaker. He was to

make the ranch a working and profitable one, and he did. He dug her

grave himself, blasting a hole in the rock with dynamite.

Somewhere around the time that Charlie was blasting this hole and

not long after we'd been asked to design the cross, Frank came to my

drafting table for a talk. He understood that the proiect had not gone

as either ofus had expected, and I understood that he had been doing

his best to finish it with understanding and grace. Grace was important

to Frank. He had been wise and carefully empathetic. But what he was

about to say was clearly too much.

He had just finished a telephone conversation with Mr. Soren. The

family would have a memorial service on the ranch in two weeks. Mr.

Soren wanted us to drive down and place Mrs. Soren's remains in the

site and seal it before the memorial service. Standing by my desk, he

said, "fim, Mr. Soren is putting Mrs. Soren's cremated remains into a

martini shaker. It was an anniversary gift to him from Mrs. Soren." He

looked weary and dismayed.

The day before the memorial service, Frank and I arrived at the

gravesite early in the morning. Charlie was already there with one or

two ranch hands. It was almost mid-day for them, and they had come

on horses. A slightly befuddled stonecutter from San Angelo was there,

too. We gathered around the grave. The granite slab and plaque lay next

to the hole on a portable lift. The atmosphere was sad. Not much was

said after the handshakes and hellos.

Then Frank turned to Charlie and told him that Mr. Soren had

wondered if Charlie would like to place Mrs. Soren's remains in the

grave. Charlie's eyes welled up, and he silently nodded. Frank reached

into a cardboard box he had received the day before and brought out the

shaker, which was wrapped in brown packing material, and began to

unwrap it.

And we stared, blindsided by a small, unexpected epiphany. The

shaker was startlingly and exquisitely beautiful. It was simple and

unadorned and subtly shaped in a way you could only call feminine.

It was e4-carat gold. It was gleaming. The treasures from an Egyptian

tomb had just toured the country, and it looked like it would belong.

Charlie took the shaker in his rancher's hands and placed it gen-

tly in the grave. Frank looked happy and relieved; I felt a thickness in

my chest; somehow, something made a kind of wondrous sense. We

had entered some unpredictable and paradoxical place where beauty

trumped all. And where architecture doesn't have much of a stake.

The slab was glued to the concrete, the grave sealed, and we started

to say our goodbyes. And then Frank reached into the box again and

brought out something else wrapped in brown packing and turned again

to Charlie to say, "Charlie, they were not able to put all of Mrs. Soren

into the martini shaker. Mr. Soren was hoping that you would take

what is left and take them someplace on the ranch to spread them out."

He unwrapped the packing and pulled out something that looked

too much like a Dixie-cup not to actually be one.

He handed it to Charlie, whose eyes had watered up again. Charlie

nodded. He took the cup from Frank.

Frank and I, the stonecutter, and the one or two ranch hands left

Charlie at the gravesite and drove or rode away. I am not sure what hap-

pened next; I know that Charlie got on his horse and rode out to some

part of the ranch to spread the rest of Mrs. Soren's ashes. But I also

imagine that he returned a few hours later for the lunch that he had

every day with Mrs. O'Donnell, carrying with him an empty Dixie-cup. o

Editor's note: A fuller version of this story is being publislwd simultaweously

ilr Places, http : / /plares.designobserver.corn.
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Barton Phelps, FAIA

On fanuary 6, Karen and I at last got to see the Buffalo Dance in the
snow at Taos Pueblo. There's always an animal dance on the Chris-
tian feast day of Epiphany, but if there's no snow it,s likely to be a

Deer Dance because it is said traditionally around the pueblo that the
buffalo bring the snow with their stomping. The buffalo are special.
The Tabs people haven't hunted them for almost a century but they still
associate the hard, starvation-staving winter trip hunters used to make,
sometimes eastward into Texas, with the padres' story of the three Magi,
and they call the celebration Kings Day. In dutiful preparation, they
briefly repopulate the powerfirlly paired, nearly abandoned adobe build-
ings dating from the mid-fourteenth century that frame and structure
the performance.

Seasonal weather and daylight set emotional tone in Northern
Pueblo dances, and the impresarios of Taos are masters of timing and
low-tech stagecraft. I observed their expertise in theatre lighting once on
a golden October afternoon at the start of the Vespers Dance performed
only by old men and women packed inside the little churchyard on the
feast day of San Geronimo, the village patron. That dance was delayed
well past the advertised time, and, as I waited for it to start, my tourist
self grew increasingly worried that I would miss the last plane out of
Albuquerque. The dance manager was clearly aware of the tension he
was creating in the audience as, with patient precision, he let the lower-
ing sun reach the correct angle to produce its maximum dramatic effect
and also, perhaps, to remind dancers and onlookers of a ritual conflu-
ence of cosmic and animal/human dynamics. At just the right moment,
the latter takes over from the former and, at an unseen signal, the silver-
haired dancers hold aloft quivering yellow aspen branches that catch the
raking light and ignite into a dazzling visual fire cloud-a breathtaking
contradiction to the quiet, shu{Iling dance itself.

The pueblo website had billed the much longer Buffalo Dance as

starting "tentatively" at 2:oo p.m. But we had leamed at a curio shop in
the town square that it had been moved an hour earlier, to keep it as bright
and unsentimental as possible, I guessed, and it was getting colder.
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We drove over, parked our car, and paid

the modest entry fee. The plaza seemed almost

empty. We watched as an uncostumed man

hurriedly strewed what would be the dancer's

path with fresh, gold-green straw marking and

enlivening the dull-looking surface. (Later the

straw would hold the mud together, improv-

ing their footing.) fust then, dancers from the

south building could be seen in the distance,

descending from the roofs oftheir kivas. After

some bantering and a brief warm-up, they

crossed the creek that halves the pueblo, filing
over the narrow log bridge at the far end of
the plaza to pick up a smaller group that had

emerged from the kivas of north building. We

counted about forty buffalo in all; young men,

old men, fat men, little boys-naked except

for red body grease, plain kilts, and high-cut

moccasins (these very wet) with, huge, horned,

eyeless buffalo heads uncomfortably balanced

on their own. There were also three sadJook-

ing deer, five or so hunters, a hunt mistress (l

think) and eight drummer/singers. Choruses

of women ululated loudly to excite the buffalo

at the start of each movement. They danced

seven formal sets and a few informal ones at

the beginning and end. It was all remarkably

similar to Vincent Scully's vivid explication

of the 1974 performance in his study, Pueblo:

Mountain, Village, D ance.

The architect's eye finds the route the

dancers follow around the northem half of the

great square to be symbolic and functional,

freighted with iconography and tribal politics

but also responsive to performance require-

ments for dramaturgy and acoustics. Over

the course of the dance, the herd moved from

the low east wall that signi{ies a separation

between the built pueblo and the sacred moun-

tain's animal world, across to the opposing

church (modernity perhaps, the White Man's

god?) and back.

They stopped to dance three times before

and after the church set, always staying close

to the north building, which gives an acous-

tic throw to the small chorus of women off its

dense, adobe walls and provides elevated source

positions for their high-pitched cries. The drum-

ming, on small, hand-held drums, was gentle

compared with other dances we've attended,

but its sound, too, was strong and bright. It
looks as if the different responses of bass and

treble wavelengths have long been understood

and choreography adjusted accordingly.

We found the formal sirnplicity of this
winter dance to be deceptive. The guidebooks

are not much help, often flatly labeling it as

being about'abundance," but clearly there's

more to it than that. You can't mistake a

general concern with unity and communal

strength, and there appear to be key elements

denoting vision and leadership. Looking at the

range of minor characters, I found it easy to

imagine layers of moral complexity, but that

may have more to do with my own Protestant

conditioning than with animist reality. The
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overall message must be happy and reassur-

ing, because the event cheers the whole village

even in the cold, penetrating damp of a gray

New Mexico winter's day.

Between movements, the buffalo graze

aimlessly. Suddenly, in response to a louder

drumbeat and the women screeching, they

stomp their right feet with the beat hard on the

muddy ground, whirling then filing. I'm sure

the dancers can't see well (so that the buffalo

can), and it looks impossibly exhausting. The

buffalo sweat and steam, but somehow they all

keep dancing for almost two hours. The danc-

ers' rhythm grows more precise as, gradually,

they abandon humanity to become animals,

working hard to invoke the power of their
animal world. In the end, finally separated, the

north and south groups compete to see which

will outlast the other, dancing informal sets by

their kivas. The old song becomes antiphonal.

When it's over, the steaming dancers

unload their heavy heads and double up with
exhaustion, happy and perhaps relieved but
clearly proud of what they have accomplished

for the community. It's all much more primitive

and scary than the mostly agricultural dances

of the rest of the year. Commercial it is not. No

cameras, no cell phones, and big, tough-looking

guys making sure of it. About sixty cold-looking,

non-Indian people attended. When it ended,

none ofus knew quite what to do. o

"... gradually they abandon humanity to become animals, working

hard to invoke the power of their animal world."
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hat
WE ost when we came here

left top, courtesy of the City of Lakewood historical collection;

bottom, "0utside Semimounded Box Shelter," fron family

Shelter Designs, U.S. Department of Defense, ca. 1961.

D. J. Waldie

Home

We were housed in Lakewood. We were sheltered. But we didn't have a home yet. In this sud-

den place-sudden in the way Califomia generally has been but even more spectacularly sudden

here-r7,5oo houses were built and sold in just 31 months between the end of ry49 and the

middle of ry53.
Before we came here, some of our parents had been homeless for years, the result of the

agricultural depression begun in the early r92os or because of the Great Depression and the

Dust Bowl diaspora of Okies and Arkies in the r91os or the dislocations of war and its housing

shortages through the end of the r94os. Coming to Lakewood, our parents thought they had

found a home, but they hadn't. Some of our parents stayed only long enough to imagine that

home was somewhere else and then moved on. Home eluded them. (lt may elude them still, as it
does so many of us.)

The idea of home in lakewood was sold with a superb sales pitch. When you bought a house

you were buyrng a piece of the big newness that the 2oth century was going to deliver to every-

one's doorstep, even yours. A van would pull up, and tomorrow would be rolled into your living

room. Most of my neighbors, while accepting this optimistic premise, found that some assembly

of the future would be required.

Mothers

In 1953, a reporter for Horper's Mogazine asked ylung wives living in my suburb what they

missed most. The women usually replied, "My mother."

The loss extended to parents generally. Motherless moms and fatherless dads, with advice

books and parenting magazines in hand, attempted to raise us to be a better, healthier genera-

tron. Their parents, located in what everyone called "back East," were distant, tinny voices on a

party-line telephone, helpless to spoil or correct.

17 artCl 10.1
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top left photo, City of Lakewood historical collection; top riqht photo courtesy 0f the author

Some of our whiteness

So quickly had the building been that in r95o
almost no one lived here, but in 196o there
were nearly 7o,ooo of us. Of course, we were
nearly all Caucasian (as we were called then).
The Census that year counted seven people in
Lakewood who admitted they were black.

Nevertheless, our whiteness wasn't pure.

Coming to southern California, whatever else

it meant, introduced a tinge of otherness,
something that might lead to greater complex-

ity. There were fews, after all, living in surpris-
ingly large numbers throughout Lakewood
(whose )ewish developers, unlike Bill Levitt,

omitted the covenant that restricted owner-
ship to Christians). )ews had become white
only recently and provisionally, as had Mexican

Americans. They lived here, too (but they had

always been indigenous, in the background).
Our whiteness had holes through which even

Filipinos and fapanese Americans slipped.

The abundant land

I lived among families on my block who knew
a meal only as the opposite of going hungry
with husbands in their 3os who still insisted
on eating poorly because they had been fed
poorly for most of their lives. Meals reflected
what they stubbornly held on to. If they ate to

remember, many of the memories were of loss.

In Lakewood-"The City of Tomorrow,
Today!"-the future of food hadn't arrived
yet. Shopping was mostly done on foot, since

most housewives either couldn't drive or didn't
have a car. The Helm's Bakery truck, with its
smoothly sliding, glossy wood drawers, came

by every day. And so did a guy who had con-

verted a bus with shelves and a cooler to bring
milk, eggs, and cigarettes to the carless.

The Boys Market at the distant end of my
block had long aisles of packaged and canned

goods, but the fresh vegetable counter still fol-
lowed the seasons. Heads of iceberg lethrce-
the only kind available-dwindled in winter.
Corn on the cob only arrived in fuly. Some gro-

cery stores showcased an aisle of frozen food,

but the Coldspot refrigerator at home had only
enough room in its freezer compartment'for
one or two rectangular blocks ofpeas.

As a percentage of family income, food
in the r95os was comparatively expensive. But
on a $roo-a-week paycheck you could still feed

a family. The results were hardly memorable
if all you knew was Wonder Bread and mar-
garine, a Sunday roast cooked dark and hard,
watery string beans, plenty of mashed pota-

toes, and )ell-O for desert.

We were fed in Lakewood, but many of

us were not sustained very well, with scraps

half-remembered from a high school home
ec course and what TV commercials told our
mothers they could do with Cheeze Whiz. We

hardly noticed, but all around us was extrava-

gant California. Backyards in Lakewood deliv-
ered apricots, plums, peaches, pomegranates,

nectarines, tangelos, guavas, and tangerines
with casual overabundance. The winey smell
of fallen fruit in summer was overwhelming.

0ur roots

The children of my youth were a newly made

tribe. A typical block with 36 houses might
have as many as 8o boys and girls under the
age of r5. Out of necessity, we shared the task

of civilizing each other, stepwise from oldest to
youngest. Perhaps we could have done better.

We ate the same store-bought food (as

my neighbors from Oklahoma called it). Boys

wore the same after-school uniform of tee-

shirts and denim jeans (my neighbors from
New fersey called them dungarees). We made

rough accommodations with divergent folk-
ways, adopting a few, abandoning most of the
baggage our parents carried. For us, the grid-
ded streets were unbounded by class or place

of origin. Lakewood was one block of houses

repeated 5oo times.
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top leit photo courtesy of the author; top right photo courtesy of the author

The tribe's lawgivers were Sheriff fohn
and Engineer Bill and the "Miss Frances" of
Ding Dong School. Our epic poets were the

journeymen directors of the previous decade's

B pictures shown on local television. From

them, we made up endless games involving

cowboys and Indians, cops and robbers, and

the army and Germans (because the war still
lingered in Lakewood; it still lingers).

Our parents and their parents had been

Poles or Lithuanians or Irish or Dutch or

Swedish or something else with old grievances

and older faiths and a long history of broken-

ness. Their children weren't anything. We were

the homogenous, the brand name, the nation-

ally advertised, the Californian, and we were

unbroken then.

lnnocence

In 196r, the federal O{Ece of Civil and Defense

Mobilization published "The Family Fallout

Shelter"-a homeowner's guide to atomic sur-

vival, printed on newsprint and costing ro
cents. The OCDM advised that a contractor-

built shelter would cost about $r,5oo. (That

was ro percent ofthe cost ofa house in Lake-

wood.) If $r,5oo was too much, dad could

build a less adequate shelter in the basement,

using plans in the OCDM guide, for about

$5oo. Only no southern Califomia tract house

has a basement. A pre-fab shelter dealer in
Downey, across the street from the Rockwell

Aviation plant on Lakewood Boulevard, sold

fiberglass shelters for burial in the backyard. I

don't know how much they cost.

My parents never considered buying one,

nor did any of our neighbors. We knew that we

lived at "ground zero," surrounded by Douglas

Aircraft, Rockwell Intemational, a Nike missile

battery and the ports of Long Beach and Los

Angeles. We knew that the thermal pulse from

a single 2o-megaton fusion bomb could set

fire to everything inside a ro-mile-wide circle.

ln t962, during the week of the Cuban

missile crisis, my parents stood at the kitchen

sink after dinner, washing up and listening
to the news on the TV. They turned to my

brother and me and told us what we should

do, if something happened. My brother and

I-he was 16 and I was r4-should not try to

come home from our Catholic high school. We

should go to the school chapel to wait. My par-

ents said they would come for us there.

My parents mouthed these lies, and my

brother and I quietly repeated them. We knew

that our parents would not come for us, and

that the school chapel was a fit place in which

to die.

Our way

When Lakewood was brand new no one knew

what would happen when tens ofthousands of
working-class husbands and wives-so young

and inexperienced-were thrown together and

expected to make a fit place to live. They had

no instruction manual.

Mostly, they found enough space to rein-

vent themselves. Later, some of them learned

that the work of reinvention had gone badly.

Some of them, the men particularly, gave up

what little adolescence they had kept. That loss

made them seem remote to their sons and

daughters, for whom everything new and dis-

orienting was perfectly ordinary.

Tomorrow's city was difficult for all of
us to map, but my neighbors gradually filled

in what they lacked as ordinary people who

had taken up the protracted burdens of liv-
ing together. By necessity, they found a way.

And most came to understand what they had

gained and lost by owning a small house on a

small lot in a neighborhood connected to more

square miles of exactly the same. More men

than just my father have told me that living
here gave them a life made whole and habits

that did not make them ashamed. o
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Elizabeth Ranieri, FAIA

I went ,o the woods becouse I wished to live delibera*ly, to front only tlw essentialfocts of life, ond

see if I could not leorn whot it hod to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover thot I had not lived.

- Henry'Dauid Thoreou, rWalden

High on the hills of Marin County lies a new sacred ground, a sustainable cemetery where one

pays a premium to be buried in unencumbered open space-as an act of land preservation-to

return to the earth without toxicity and without markers, in a final exchange between man and

nature. This ecological participation is an active call to feed the earth, rather than forge a memory

within it.

The Bay Area has long been a hotbed of cultural change, from home birthing to the Sierra

Club, the Whole Eorth Cotalog, the progressive Edible Garden proiect, and most notably the

organic movement. If this boomer generation has rewritten the practices of birth, created the

eternal summer of love, and brought us back to regional living, why wouldn't it rewrite the ritu-

als of dying and death) Green burial highlights the debatable loss of our last landscapes, their

architecture of remembrance, and the brave act of dying without a trace.

Forever Fernwood is situated in Mill Valley off of Tennessee Valley Road, a provider of green

burials since zoo4 and the only sustainable burial cemetery in Northern California. The 3z-acre

parcel backs up on the Golden Gate National Recreation Area and is open to the public z4/7,

accessed by car through a limited network of hill roads or via hiking trails connecting the grounds

to open space. Because the cemetery has existed since the late r8oos, the traditional section and

the natural section lie side by side, yet are two distinct landscapes, one cultivated, requiring irri
gation, the other a native landscape that is lush in the spring and brown in the heat of summer.

In both sections, every grave is dug by hand to limit noise and disruption of the sloped land.

ln zoo9, Fernwood opened what is the first green fewish cemetery in the United States.Courtesy Kuth/Ranieri Architects
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Situated along its western edge, it is delin-
eated in three sections: orthodox, conservative,

and renewal reform. The natural process of
green burial is not new to the |ewish tradi-
tions, but merely consistent with historic prac-

tice; embalming and viewing are avoided, and

the body is buried in a plain white shroud,
because cremation is against teachings. The
belief is that the body is a gift from God, and

we should return it as soon as possible and
in the best condition possible. Islamic burials
are green as well, and, in addition, the body
is placed to face Mecca. Christian customs,
however, often include a funeral home service,

which at the Fernwood facility is more typically
used as a memorial rather than as a viewing or
wake. AII families are offered a virhral memo-
rial, a biographical filmic story created by a

partner company.

Our choices in death have a wide range
of effects on the earth. Tiaditional inhumation
(to bury or entomb), common to Christian and

Anglo traditions, generates the greatest impact
to the environment, due to toxic formalde-
hydes for embalming, and it requires the high-
est amounts of embedded energy for the pro-
duction of caskets, concrete or polycarbonate
vaults, and foundational headstone footings.
These practices sit in contrast to green buri-
als, where the shrouded body is either lowered
into the ground by hand with cotton straps or

Left to right woodland Cemetery, near Stockholm, Sweden, photo courtesy Kuth/Ranieri Architects; an Andy Goldsworthy "Cone," photo by Ron Lutsko.

coffined in a pine box, basket, or biodegradable

urn. No chemicals are used, and no markers.
Bodies are identified only through a GPS grave

locator. One caveat is that the baskets available

to purchase at Fernwood were made in and
shipped from China.

Cremation negatively impacts the atmo-
sphere, both in the amount of energy-natural
gas fueling a three- to four-hour process at

r,8oo degrees F for one cremation-and in the

high level of emissions. The choices here are

personal, spiritual, and economic. With green

burials, western rituals of internment come
full circle. In the wave of living simply, we are

merely embracing what was done before-
simple living.

The graveyard and cemetery are part of
our regional memories as places of remem-
brance, landscapes of quietude and of retreat
from the intensity of urbanity. They offer
specificity within the endlessness of the rural
landscape and provide sacredness to the pro-
fane commercial strip of the American sub-

urb. They are where we have gone to think
back and look forward, yet the distinct role of
these fields of rest is to put us reverently in
the present-and that has been inherently a
function oftheir design and architecture. The
historic Pere-Lachaise Cemetery the largest
park in Paris, is precursor to the city public
parks of the United States. With its pictur-
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esque cobbled streets dense with trees, mauso-

leums, tombs, and miniature civic structures,
it is a fiction of the city at rest, romantically
depicting the tragic narrative of mortality and

eternity. The Mt. Auburn Cemetery in Water-

town, Massachusetts, close to Walden Pond,

was established in the r83os with the rise of
American Transcendentalism. It is an Arca-
dian thereafter, with the traces of human exis-

tence set within a lush garden context. The
cemetery was a cultivated landscape in the
great outdoors, an intersection of leisure and

sacred space depicting death in an idealized
harmony with the earth and stars beyond. The

beginnings of sustainability can be found in
Transcendentalism, as well, in the 1836 publi-
cation of Ralph Waldo Emerson's Nature, alife
philosophy reuniting man with nature.

However, many American cemeteries
today have fallen into disrepair, been aban-

doned, or been completely reinvented. The
Ventura Cemetery Memorial Park in Ventura,
California, for example, opened in the late rgth
century as St. Mary's Cemetery and later reli-
giously diversified. It fell into disrepair after
the last body was buried in ry43.The property
was sold to the county in 1964 after many of
its headstones were removed. Now renamed
Cemetery Park, with a field of unmarked
graves, it is presently used for recreation under
the shadow of its hidden sacred history. The
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Bayside/Acacia Cemetery in Queens, New

York, is another ruinous beauty. Overgrown

with chest-high weeds and filled with over-

turned headstones, it is a restoration challenge

overwhelmed by both vandalism and nature's

aggressive repossession; maintaining the yards

for its 35,ooo residents has been dilncdt with-

out a sufficient operating budget. Hollywood

Forever, on the other hand, is thriving as a new

financial model. Located on 64 acres in Los

Angeles, and home to such residents as Cecil

B. DeMille, fayne Mansfield, and Rudolph

Valentino, the cemetery is an active tourist and

event destination. The grounds have recently

been restored, but, more importantly, they

have been renewed as public space.

The globalization of our cities and the
increasing migration from places of birth have

changed the ethos of the cemetery and a new

virtual geography has emerged, with online

memorial sites like the worldwidecemetery.com,

foreverlifestories.com, and myspaceafter.com.

The act of "visiting the grave" and the intimacy

ofgrieving can be experienced from anywhere

in the world, and the space between us and

our dearly departed have both collapsed and

expanded to. immeasurable distances. How-

ever, within the striking contradiction-the
sobering task to sustain our natural world and

the unconditional promise of virtual immor-

tality-lies a new question: what role will

tury, as well; the works of Michael Heizer, Wal-

ter De Maria, fames Turrell, Maya Lin, Andy

Goldsworthy, and Bill Fontana, environmental

interventions made with the site's soil, rock,

and water, as well as climatic elements and

ambient sounds, bring forth ideas in art and

culture through the rearrangement of ordinary

ground. Heizer's Double Negotiva at Mormon

Mesa, Nevada, is a land excavation project of
two massive trenches cut in alignment at a

great distance from each other to imply an

invisible and unattainable connection. Gold-

sworthy's Cora sculptures, constructed with
small fragments of rock and wood found
within a site, are arranged in massive primi-
tive totems to heighten our perceptions of
the organic world around us. Turrell's Roden

Croter (not yet completed) centers our physical

relationship with the sky. And Bill Fontana's

Sound Island, a live auditory transmission
from France's Normandy coast at the Arc De

Triomphe in Paris, provides an unexpected

sense of memory. Uke the rgth-century pictur-

esque, these works intensifi our relationship

with nature, yet the artists' approaches are sen-

sual and existential, driven by process versus

product and abstraction versus representation.

Might these tactile physical gestures combined

with virtual remembrance be our precedents

for sacred traces and replace the tombstone
tracings ofthe past? o

arcCl l0.l

Above: Fernwood Cemetery, photo courtesy Kuth Ranieri.

architecture have, ifany, in representing us in
death? In the drive to conserve resources, we

may choose no longer to leave the evidence of
marks on the earth.

Green burials offer new opporhrnities for

merging contemporary sensibilities with envi-

ronmental politics and artistic expressions;

at their highest level of commitment, these

sacred acts are basic ecological unions that

thrive on pure participation with the earth's

natural systems-without the traces of mem-

ory. However, as creators of the built environ-

ment, we have every reason to invest in the

new architecture of death and its markings.

Will future memorials embrace new cultural
programs to integrate virtual and visceral geog-

raphy; explore radical and global visions for
cemetery planning; embrace the abstraction

and emotion of death; and reclaim the univer-

sal desire to be physically remembered in our

last exchange with the sublime stretch of the

American landscape?

Oddly enough, some partial answers may

lie in the past. Monumental acts of funer-
ary architecture, from the indigenous burial
mounds in North America to the engineered

Egyptian pyramids, speak through impressive

reformations of the land itself and interrupt
our understanding of the world.

Transfiguration of the land is familiar
territory to the land artists ofthe late zoth cen-
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The Temple

at Burnin Man:
i
\J

n

t

lmpermanence

The 2010 Temple of Flux, detail left and in flames, above,

Photos by Jill Brown.

Amy E. Cranch

Be it a decorated altar, grove of trees , or cozy corner of the couch, most of us need a sacred space

to turn to for tranquility or connection to a higher power. For the residents of Black Rock City-
the bustling yet ephemeral home to the annual weeklong Burning Man festival in Nevada's Black

Rock Desert-that sacred space comes in the form of a wooden temple.

Rising from the flat, powdery earth, or playa, the temple serves as a spiritual refuge from the

wild happenings elsewhere, a gathering space to meditate, mourn, or simply seek shelter from

the sweltering sun. While most temples are meant to stand in perpetuity, the Temple of Flux,

as it was called in 2oro, was incinerated in a carefirlly composed performance at the end of the

event-a fiery reminder that everything changes and eventually disappears.

An 0rganic Counterpoint

Whereas previous Burning Man temples were typically elaborate, multistoried structures that

called to the imagination shrines of foreign lands, the Temple of Flux took a radically different

approach. Inspired by natural landforms, it appeared as a series offive graceful peaks thatwere

broad and heavy at the base and ascended to a porcupineJike edge angling toward the sky. The

walls were laid out in linear overlapping layers of plywood, from large rectangles to long, thin
strips, and framed a central chamber that signaled to visitors they had wandered inside. Each

dome contained at least one cave-like hollow. Light and shadow, both on the walls and in the

chamber, gradually shifted throughout the day to reflect the pathway of the sun.

Led by Rebecca Anders, |essica Hobbs, and Peter Kimelman, the design explored the con-

tinuously shifting relationship between humankind and the physical environment.

"We were prompted to ask where we came from," said Anders, a Bay Area sculptor and metal

fabricator, during an onsite tour at Burning Man. "Humans originally sought shelter in the land,

in caves and canyons. Then we tried to alter these formations, then build our own structures."

45 ,rcCl 10.4
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Above, left, the 2010 Temple of Flutt, photo by John DeVenezia; above, right, the Temple of Flux during construction, photo by Jill Brown;

opposite, the 2004 Temple of Stars, designed by David Best, photos by Walter Kol0n.

As an organic, sensuous art piece, the tem-
ple stood in unexpected contrast to this year's

festival theme of metropolis, in which one might
anticipate seeing a more rectilinear form. In fact,

the team consciously opted to create the first
temple that was not a traditional building.

"We were interested in these shapes for
their special abilities to enclose, to limit expo-

sure to the outside," said Kimelman, a Bay

Area architect. "Visitors were forced inward,
with only the earth and sky to focus on."

While the Burning Man organization has

historically selected its temple designers by
proposal, it invited these artists directly. Once

they settled on the idea of the urban canyon,

they generated sketches and models while
simultaneously beginning the intense process

of cutting, painting, and piecing together ply-

wood at American Steel in West Oakland, an

enormous workspace run by established Burn-
ing Man artists. Several teams were developed,

including structural engineering, construction,
burn logistics, and fundraising. The smallest
structure, which served as the test case, was

rebuilt several times to perfect the design and

prepare the team for the overwhelming task
ahead-building all five structures in the des-

ert's extreme, unpredictable environment of
high winds, blinding dust, and blistering heat.

Over the next four months; more than z5o vol-

unteers lent a hand, from seasoned builders to

people who had never picked up a power tool.
"Burning Man, as a culture, is built on

collaboration," said Kimelman. "Teaching vol-

unteers how to cut wood, what shapes to use,

or how to use a nail gun is part ofthe goal of
making large-scale art."

A Place to Reflect

Some of the world's most poignant memorials,
such as the Wailing Wall in ferusalem or the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington,
D.C., invite visitors to interact with them in
some way, to make an offering. That oppor-
tuniry in fact, drives many people to attend
Burning Man. With busy lives that often lack a

strong spiritual outlet, visiting the temple may
be their only chance to reflect, to grieve, or to

let go-of a person, bellefi, or bad habit. By the

end of the week, the temple, which starts offas
a nude wood form, is embellished with photos,

letters, affirmations, objects, and other contri-

butions that run the gamut from humorous to
hurt, celebratory to sad.

Caroline Grier of Oakland, a long-time
Burning Man participant, visits the temple
several times each year, but nothing prepared

her for this year's experience. She was having

a bad day, a bum knee, broken bike, and other
aggravations triggering deep frustration she

was experiencing at home. She climbed to the

top of the man, the iconic 5o-foot-plus efEgy

set atop an elaborate platform, and suddenly
felt a powerfirl urge to jump.

"l felt the mementum of it, the possibility

of it," she said. "I was done with the pain." But
she found her way to the temple instead and

began reading notes to the departed, includ-
ing people who had committed suicide. In
fragment after fragment, Grier witnessed pure
griefand love.

"It occurred to me that some of my camp-
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Iemple of Flux Facts at a Glance

Flatbeds of wood 4

Structures - 5

Iotal square feet

Highest height

Pre-playa build time

On-playa build time

Volunteer builders

mates would feel that way about me, and some-

thing shifted," she said. "The temple saved my

life."

Since then, Grier has made a promise to

let people know they are loved and appreci-

ated. It's these kinds of altering experiences

for which the temple is revered.

Majesty of Flames

The festival's culminating events are the bum-

ing of the man and the burning of the tem-

ple. After so much work involving so many

people, why would these intricate pieces be

demolishedl Logic aside-lugging thousands

of pounds of wood back to the Bay Area is

impractical-the act speaks to two corner-

stones of the Burning Man community, that

the process surpasses the product, and that

nothing lasts forever. The entire city is disman-

tled and the playa returned to its pristine state

within days of the festival's end.

Quayle Hodek of Boulder, Colorado, has

attended nine times. "The temple holds an

amazing lesson of impermanence," he said.

"So much goes into something that's only
around for a short time. Then it's set free in a

majesty of flames and heat."

The burning of the man is a raucous

affair, as if Halloween, New Year's Eve, and

Carnival are rolled into one. But the burning

of the temple is quiet, solemn, imbued with a

tangible feeling of reverence as onlookers set

their intentions on letting go. The moment's
poignancy is not only in the individual things

that are being released, whether that's a bro-

ken heart, substance use, or the loss of a par-

ent, but also in the silent, collective witnessing

of transformation.

Don Cain, a flame-effects artist for nine
years, led the burn team, each member well

versed, he said, in "the best ways to burn
things up." The team spent four months
inventing, designing, testing, and assembling

the technology for the burn. On the playa, it
took them ro hours to set up 3oo bum packs

made of paraffin and sawdust, sawdust can-

nons that created plumes of blazing wood

dust, packs that generated bright blue-green

Burn packs

Color flame packs

Sawdust cannons

Paraffin

Fust-
2,000 lbs.

Wire

Trme of burn

Cost -

2,500 ft.

3,800 ft.

22 minutes

J]-8odo

flames, z,5oo feet of fuse, and other materials.

The burn lasted zz minutes.

Hodek had placed a note and photo in
the temple on behalf of a friend whose young

sister had died mysteriously just weeks before

Burning Man. When the fire started, he was

captivated by its immense heat and speed as

whirling masses of air and flame engulfed
the structures. "It was a powerfirl experience,"

he said, "a way to hold space for a friend who

needed it, to memorialize a life in the midst of
others who were enjoying theirs."

And that, for many, is what Burning Man

is all about. Honor your life now, because it
could change in a flash. o
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Energy

Eff iciency
lntegration

Award

Winners

Savings By Design Energy Efficiency lntegration Awards Jury:

Zorana Bosnic, RIBA, LEED AP

Vice President, Sustainable Design Director, H0K

Kevin deFreitas, AlA,

Principal, Kevin deFreitas Architects

Randy Hanna, AlA,

Principal, ARCHITECTS hanna gabriel wells

Dan Heinfeld, FAIA, LtED AP

President, LPA, lnc.

Brad Jacobson, AlA, LIED AP,

Associate, EHDD
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2010 Savings By Design

2O1O Savings By Design
Energy Eff iciency lntegration
Awards (EEIA)

For their outstanding achievement in combining architectural elegance with sus-

tainability and energy efficiency, seven California nonresidential projects received

awards of recognition from the 2010 Savings By Design Energy Efficiency lntegration

Awards (EEIA) program.

[very year, the recognition program acknowledges the extra time and effort it takes

to successfully integrate architectural excellence and energy efficiency. Ihe Savings

By Design EEIA program is sponsored by Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Sacra-

mento Municipal Utility District, San Diego Gas & Electric, Southern California Edison,

and Southern California Gas Company, in conjunction with The American lnstitute of

Architects, California Council (AIACC).

For more information about the Savings By Design Energy Efficiency lntegration

Awards, please visit www.sbdawards.com.



AWARD OF HONOR:

Yountville Town Center

I

Photos by David Wakely.

ARCHIT[CT: Siegel & Strain Architects

owNtR: Town of Yountville

0ESlGlt IEAM: Timmons Design Engineers (Engineeo, John Northmore Roberts & Associates (Landscape,

Architect), Swank Construction (General Contractoo, Coastland Civil Engineerinq (Civil Engineeo, Endres

Ware, LLP (Structural Engineer), Pound Management (Construction Manager), Alice Prussin Lighting Design

(Lighting Designer), Topflight Specs (Specilication writer), Miller Pacific tngineering Group (Geotechnical

Engineeo, Glenn Rehbein Companies (Environmental Solutions), Enovity, lnc. (Commissioning Agent)

After many years of planning, the completion of the Yountville Town Center embod-

ies a place designed to enrich community life through integration of new and exist-

ing buildings and outdoor rooms. The buildings seamlessly blend with the rural sur'

roundings, while the interiors remain light and airy, with ridge skylighting supported

by unique wood and cable trusses. Passive design, efficient technologies, and green

materials set the project up for LEED Platinum status.

The Yountville Town Center received the Award of Honor, this year's highest award.

One juror noted, "0n every level this project excels...it brings the ideals of sustain-

able design to a great cross section of the public-from kids to retirees." Another

juror commented, "A wonderfully scaled prolect that uses familiar, time honored

sustainable strategies with innovative technologies. Rarely are sustainable practices

and design so well married into a purposeful and singular statement."

Some of the major accomplishments of the project include 44% energy savings over

Title 24; implementation of passive strategies such as daylighting, shading, and natu-

ral ventilatiou reduction of domestic water usage by 30% through water conserving

plumbing fixtures; reduction of irrigation water usage by 51% through harvested

rainwater, drip irrigation, subsurface irrigation, and drought tolerant native plants;

as well as projected energy savings of 53% through the use of ground-source heat

pumps and roof-mounted photovoltaic laminates. More than 750/o of the wood used

in the project is FSC certified; embodied carbon was reduced by 280 tons through

70% slag concrete and the reuse (instead of replacement) of the existing Community

Hall. The building envelope inclUdes low-e2 windows, exterior sunshades, and "cool"

standing seam metal roofs.

For more information about the Yountville Town Center, please visit www.townofyountville.com.
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AWARD OF MERIT:

lnterior Renovation: DPR Net Zero Office

5o

Photos by Hewitt Garrison.

ARCH ITECT. Callison Architects, P.C.

0i'Jli iR: DPR Construction, lnc.

DLS !i\l ltAf,l KEMA (Consultant), Pacific Rim Mechanical (Consultant), Bergelectric Corporation (Consultant)

Serving in the capacities of owner, client, and designer/builder, DPR Construction,

lnc. completed a remodel of their 24,000 sq. ft. multi-tenant office building in San

Diego. The remodel completely transformed a standard suburban office building into

a cutting-edge facility embracing the environment, as well as the people and culture

of DPR. Ihe building was designed to be Net Zero Energy and is currenily pursuing

LEED Platinum certification. Environmentally conscious elements such as natural

ventilation, daylighting, efficient HVAC and lightinq systems, and renewable energy

via the Sustainable Communities program were all incorporated.

Ihe interior renovation project helped the Net Zero 0ffice achieve some significant

savings, such as decreasing water usage by more than 51% through installation of

low-flow fixtures, dual flush toilets, waterless urinals, 0.5 gpm lavatories, and 1.25

gpm shower heads;6070 decrease in landscape water usage by installing drip irriga-

tion, climate control devices, and planting drought tolerant plants; reducing lighting

energy consumption by 53% through installation of Solatube skylights, a savings

of 29,000 kWh annually; lowering HVAC usage by 79% through the use of cross and

stack ventllation strategies, and the installation of operable windows; and instal-

lation of a 64 kw-AC roof-mounted photovoltaic panel system.75% of construction

waste was diverted from landfills.

As part of the 2010 Savings By Design Energy Efficiency lntegration Awards, the DpR

Net Zero 0ffice received the Award of Merit for lnterior Renovation. This project was

described as "a great example of reuse that demonstrates how focusing on sustain-

ability and energy efficiency can lead in creating an exciting interior office space no

matter how ordinary the shell."

For more information about DPR Construction, please visit www.dprconstruction.com.

2O1O Savings By Design
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AWARD OF MERIT:

Community: Saint Bartholomew's Chapel

Photos by Harrison Photographic.

ARCI-11TtCT: Kevin deFreitas Architects, AIA

L'lliirIq Rincon Band of Luiseno Indians

ri,,i,illtlt,l tnvisionEngineering(tngineer),landLAB(LandscapeArchitect),LusardiConstructionCompany

(General Contractor), Desai Architects (Design Consultant), Stueven Engineering (Mechanical Enginee0,

BTA tngineers (Plumbinq & tlectrical tngineer), The Viood & lron Factory (Furnishings Consultant)

ln February 2010, the reconstruction of Saint Bartholomew's Chapel was completed,

after being previously destroyed by a wildfire in late 2007. The design elements of

the plan, section, and elevation were conceived to echo the spiritual and communal

heart of the reservation. Elements such as rammed earth walls, radial plan elements,

a butterfly roof, and extensive use of locally sourced materials all contributed to the

thoughtful Integration of the chapel into its environment.

This Award of Merit for Community Project was a standout entry during the jury

session. 0ne juror said, "l love the sense of permanence this project evokes, and I

applaud the architect for making sustainability a priority for this small but important

community project." Another juror commented, "This community chapel doesn't

need exotic building systems to communicate its sustainability. lnstead, its appropri-

ateness to its site and climate is self-evident in the building materials and care taken

in window sizing, placement, and shading."

This reconstruction pro.iect was successful in achieving 760/o eneQ\ savings over

Iitle 24 and 100% natural daylighting through clerestory windows and skylights. 500/o

of the chapel's electricity usage is provided by an on-site 5.8 kW photovoltaic system;

high-performance Solar E glazing was used; ultra long life and low energyconsuming

LED lighting was installed; an onsite bio-swale storm water filtration system was

installed, and nearly the entire structure features exposed finished materials that

are sustainable and rated for long life cycles.
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2O1O Savings By Design

I

AWARD OF MERIT:

Higher Education: Los Angeles Harbor College

Photos by Paul Turang

:z##

ARCH ITtCT: Steinberg Architects

0WiltR. Los Angeles Community College District

DESIGN TtAlyi: KPFF Consulting Engineers (Engineer), AHBE Landscape Architects (Landscape Architect),

Mallcraft, lnc. (General Contractoo, JMC2 (Civil tngineer), IBE Consulting Engineers (Mechanicat, Etectri-

cal & Plumbing Engineer), Vantage Technology Consutting Group (Technology & AV Consultant), Lighting

Design Alliance, lnc. (Lighting Designer), Cumming, LLC (Cost Estimatoo, Lerch Bates, tnc. (Vertical

Transportation Consultant), SMEW (Security Consultant), Davies Associates (Signage Consultant), Schirmer

Enqineering (Fire Protection Consultant)

Constructed in 2009 on the main campus of Los Angeles Harbor Colleqe, the North-

east Academic Hall and the Student Services and Administration Building both

received LEED Gold status. These two buildings, which serve as the centerpiece of the

new campus entry on "U' Street, successfully capture sustainable practices through

smart building envelope design, orientation, daylighting and shading strategies,

energy efficient lighting and HVAC, and selection of durable and environmentally

preferable materials.

Some of the most notable accomplishments of this project include 35% energy savings

over Title 24; adoptlon of passive strategies to create a successful learning environment,

such as extensive daylighting implementation through clerestory windows and liqht

wells and minimizing exposure to solar heat gain by orienting classrooms along the

east and north facades; treatment of storm water runoff onsite; savings of 45%o potable

water usage; and diversion of 95% of construction waste from the landfill.

"This project demonstrates the power of getting the basics right-orientation, plan

organization, and solar control," observed one juror.

52

For more information about Los Angeles Harbor College, please visit www.lahc.edu.
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AWARD OF MERIT:

lnnovative Building Systems
David Brower Center

Photos by Iim Griffith

ARCHITtCI: Solomon EJ.C. / A IiVRT Company

0!YNtR: Equity Community Builders

DESTGN TtAM; LoIS0S + UBBEL0HDE (Associatb Architect), lntegral Group (Engineeo, l{allace Roberts t Todd

(Landscape Architect), Cahill Contractors (General Contractoo. Iipping Mar & Associates (Structural

Enqineeo, lntegrated Design Associates, lnc. (Electrical Engineer), Siegel and Strain Architects

(LEED & Materials Consultant), BraytonHughes Design Studios (lnterior Designer). Auerbach GlasolY French

(Lighting Consultant)

Cited as one of the Bay Area's most advanced green buildings, the non-profit David

Brower Center serves as an inspiring home for environmental and social action, with

a combination of offices and program facilities housed in this 50,000 sq. ft. facility.

The building, which is the first of its kind in Berkeley and one of only ten in Northern

California, is seeking LEED Platinum certificatlon. The David Brower Center is a pow-

erful model of sustainability, utilizing the latest in energy-saving technologies and

recycled building materials.

Juror comments included: "l applaud the cross-section of this building. lt truly shows

innovative uses of the available technologies and shows that even large, multi-story

projects can be energy efficient." "The energy efficiency strategies are varied and

impressive for a building of this scale. There are many lessons that can be learned

from this pro.iect about energy efficiency in larger multi-story buildings."

Some of the ma.jor achievements of this project include 50% energy savings over

Tltle 24; 40% decrease in energy use through installation of a 68kW PV system;

installation of high-efficiency lighting with automatic controls;100% daylightinq in

all office spaces; and operable windows and low pressure ventilation via a raised

floor system to maximize indoor air quality. 53% of construction materials were

recycled; rainwater is collected and reused for irrigation and toilet flushing; solar

shading devices were installed on all south-facing windows.

53

For more information about the David Brower Center, please visit www.browercenter.org.
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AWARD OF MERIT:

Civic: Watsonville Water Resources Center

I

54

Photos by Bruce Damonte

ARCHITTCT: WRNS Studio

0!VNER: City of lvatsonville

DtSIGN IiAMr lntegrated Design Associates, lnc. (Electrical E Lightinq Designer), JEC Structural Consulting

.(Structural 
Enginee0, Rl Engineering, lnc. (Civil Enginee0. tntegral Group (Mechanicat & plumbing

Engineer), Bellinger Foster Steinmetz (Landscape Architect), Devcon Construction (General Contractor),

Rick Unvarsky Consulting Services, lnc. (Commissioning Agent)

Designed to achieve LEED Platinum certification, the Watsonville Water Resources

Center serves as a functional, educational, and visual extension of the water recy-

cling plant it supports. ln occupied spaces, water flows through radiant tubes below

the floors to provide heating and cooling; rainwater flows from eaves, down rain

chains, into swales, and is stored in retention basins; natural ventilation strategies

have been implemented; and a roof-mounted solar panel system contributes to
energy conservation.

Some of the many accomplishments of this pro.ject include energy efficiency tarqets

to exceed ASHRAE 90.1 by 76%; reduction in water consumption by 50% through the

use of rainwater collection and reuse;70% decrease in irrigation water use throuqh

native and drought-tolerant landscaping; 50% decrease in water consumption

through use of radiant tubes for sub-floor heating and cooling of water; and the

installation of roof-mounted solar panels. Natural ventilation strategies are sup-

ported through C02 sensors in open areas and building chimneys.

During the two-day review of all project entries, the Watsonville Water Resources

Center was described as "an example for the entire region in water, energy, and

resource conservation, which is beautifully demonstrated by the repurposed red-

wood rainscreen." One juror observed, "All of the challenges of integrated design are

smoothed over in this graceful, low-slung work of civic architecture. ln the end, they

make it look easy."

For more information about the Watsonville Water Resources Center, please visit

www.watsonvilleutilities.org.
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AIYARD OF MERIT:

K-12: Marin Country Day School

Photos: above, Michael David Rose; left center, courtesy of EHDD Architecture;

bottom. Josh Partee.

ARCH ITtCT EHDD Architecture

0Wf,iIR Marin Country Day School

DiSlCri;trtl TippingMar&Associates(Engineer),CongerMossGuillard(LandscapeArchitect),0liver&Co.

(General Contractor), Stantec (Mechanical, tlectrical & Plumbing Enginee0, WRA tnvironmental Consul-

tants (tcologist), Arborwell (Arborist), TMT Associates (Lighting Consultant), Miller Pacific Engineering

Group (Geotechnical Engineer), Charles M Salter Associates, Inc. (Acoustical Consultant), Sherwood Design

Engineers (Civil Enginee0, The Flre Consuttants (Code Consultant), Van Brunt & Associates (Hazardous

Materials Consultant), Sjmpson Gumpertz & Heger (Waterproof ingConsultant)

With a development plan deeply rooted in conservation, smart resource manage-

ment, and the critical role of education in fostering environmental consciousness,

the construction of a new library, art studios, and classrooms on the Marin Country

Day School campus were all intended to be lessons in sustainability. Thls LEED for

Schools Platinum project seamlessly connects classrooms with outdoor learning

environments, integrates water-efficient strategies, makes expansive use of daylight-

ing, and pays particular attention to healthy, non-toxic constructi0n materials.

Some of the ma.lor accomplishments of this project include 40% energy savings over

Title 24; extensive use of daylighting by way of clerestory windows and skylights;

installation of a large photovoltaic system to supply energy use for the new build-

ings; reduction in heat island effects through use of shade trees, covered walkways,

and lightcolored, high albedo paving and roofing materials; implementation of water

conservation strategies, including utilization of water-efficient fixtures and drought-

tolerant landscaping, and collection of rainwater in a 15,000 gallon cistern, building

cooling through natural ventilation and a nighttime evaporative cooling tower; and

use of FSC certified wood in all rough framing, wood siding, and exterior guardrails

and sunshades.

"This is how schools should be built - lots of daylighting with passive protection,

natural ventilation, lots of protected exterior spaces, and thoughtful engagement

with the landscape."

I
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For more information about Marin Country Day School, please visit www.mcds.org.
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Sacred San Francisco:

Contrast and Transformation

Sara K. Hayden, Esq

I doubt I am alone in thinking
than a spiritual one. When I exit my apartment onto busy r8th Street in

the Mission District, there is Thrtine Bakery with its wafting smells of
caramelized sugar and butter amidst the Victorian apartment buildings.

Crowds gather outside the deceptively modest storefronts of Dellina

Restaurant and its adjacent pizzeria; and the line of people waiting to

order ice cream \ryTaps around the corner from Bi-Rite Creamery'

]ust two blocks from this hub of food idolatry is the Mission Dolo'

res, one of the missions established by the Spanish in the eighteenth

century and the oldest building in San Francisco' Despite the Mission

District being named after this Mission, I had never paid much attention

to it or any other religious buildings or spiritual centers here. Even after

living in this neighborhood for nine years, it took a return to the Mission

after a three-year stint back on the East Coast for me to see it in a new

light. Used to church spires piercing the New England landscape, what

struck me when I returned to San Francisco were the number and vari-

ety of buildings devoted to religion and spirituality in my neighborhood.

On my frequent walks in the Mission, I began to look for these

sacred spaces and spotted at least one on nearly every block. While some

of these sacred buildings are obvious-commanding a large piece of real

estate or with familiar details (a steeple, a rose window a dome)-many

are more modest in size and without these familiar markers: a modest,

I t*o-rtory building in a row of Victorians; a one-story building, looking

I tite a former mechanic's garage, marked with a simple cross at its peak;

of San Francisco as a food Mecca rather I a meditation center nestled on a side street next to a cleaning supply

store. Or the normally inconspicuous storefront that comes alive with

gospel music on weekday nights, its door flung open and the music of

tambourine and electric guitar pouring forth.

In taking an informal survey of these sacred spaces in the Mission,

a couple of notable themes emerged; the first is contrast. The Mission

District is truly a "mixed use" district, and the sacred often stands side-

by-side with the mundane or the profane. Second is the theme of trans-

formation. There are many examples of buildings being transformed

from sacred to common uses or from one religion to another. This

article begins to explore these themes.

Contrast

The modern San Francisco we know has its origins in both the sacred

and the profane: a half century after the founding of the Mission Dolo'

res, gold mania rushed in, bringing along with it saloons and establish-

ments of "i1l-repute," thus creating the so-called Barbary Coast' This
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contrast between the sacred and the profane, or at the very least mun-
dane, continues to be evident today.

Walking two blocks east on r6th Street from the Mission Dolores, I
hit Valencia Street, one of the main commercial streets of this District,
hosting a parade of a1l types and ages'of people. fust shy of two miles
long, Valencia has restaurants of all scales and sorts, cafes, bars, cloth-
ing stores, boutiques, galleries, workspaces, locally owned bookstores,

and bike shops. Interspersed among these businesses is a cross-section

of religious buildings.

For example, commanding most of a city block near r4th Street is

the Greek Orthodox Cathedral of the Annunciation. Clad in light stucco

and reminiscent of Byzantine monuments, this grand complex includes

an educational facility and auditorium. The congregation is on the verge

of expanding the complex to include a domed chapel modeled on the
Hagia Sophia. In contrast, just a half-block from the Cathedral, and
within view of it, is an imposing brick Moorish castle. Equally grand as

the Cathedral, this castle is the former Mission Armory and home, since

zoo7, to the adult bondage website kink.com.

Some contrasts are more subtle: farther down Valencia is the

unadorned building of St. Mark Institutional Baptist Church, which
neighbors the storefront for Santora Cleaning Supplies and is just yards

away from an Irish pub in one direction and a neighborhood bar in the

other. Santora Supplies may have an aflinity for the sacred, because a

second Santora store is located just a few blocks away off Valencia on

the side street Bartlett, next to the San Francisco Buddhist Center.

These are just a few examples; while most may not present as

extreme a contrast as the Annunciation Cathedral and the kink.com
Armory it became clear to me that an important component of the
energy ofthe Mission is the presence ofthe various congregations and

their sacred spaces intermixed with the bars and restaurants. Perhaps it
is because these sacred spaces balance the other "temples" of hedonism.

Transformation

San Francisco is a place of transformation for many people, a welcome
place to shift identities. The same can be said for its sacred spaces: con-

gregations shift, religious buildings become obsolete, and new assem-

blies emerge.

Nationally, there is a recurring issue with traditionally religious
buildings being underused because of dwindling congregations and
mounting maintenance expenses. At *te crossroads of tradition, mean-

ing, and form, these buildings often are the "white elephants" that pres-

ent issues with redeveloping them for other purposes. But many com-

munities still work to save these buildings because of their syrnbolism

and uniqueness.

In my immediate neighborhood, there are examples of some of
these religious buildings in various stages of transition. On rgth Street,

the former B'nai David Temple became apartments in r98r. Situated

mid-block and partially shrouded by trees, a qui& glance may not find its
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earlier incarnation, but the building still bears

clear markers of its earlier life: Stars of David

in its windows and the front gate, as well as a

bas relief of the Torah above the main entry.

A couple of blocks away, also on rgth
Street and overlooking Dolores Park, is the

currently dubbed "Castle on the Park." This
gothic revival castle is the former Golden Gate

Lutheran Church (called Norwegian Lutheran

Church prior to r97o), which was deconse-

crated in zoo5. After the church ceased opera-

tions due to a shrinking membership and
delayed maintenance, a private developer
transformed it into a massive single family
home, which, as of October 2oro, was still on

the market for lust shy of $7.5 million.
A far more humble example of the transi

tion from sacred space to mundane is the for-

mer Methodist Church at Guerrero and Camp

Streets, which is currently residential. The

developer is retaining the rose window and

large gothic windows, syrnbols of its previous

incarnation.

Not all transformations are from the

sacred to the mundane. Some are the reverse,

or even from one sacred use to another. A

dramatic example of this in the Mission is that

of the former St. |ohn's Evangelical Lutheran

Church into the current HuaZang Si Buddhist

Temple. Built at the turn of the twentieth cen-

tury for a mostly German congregation, this
gothic revival church retains the structure indi
cating its previous affiliation-e.g., spire and

gothic windows-but has been transformed
with a dramatic paint job and additional fea-

tures, like the Chinese-style doors and Chinese

characters.

As a place of diverse individuals, the diver-

sity of forms of San Francisco's sacred spaces

should come as no surprise. Together, these

spaces provide insights into the Mission's
diversity of beliefs and shifting neighborhood

demographics, and remind us of the sacred

surrounding us. o

Previous pages, left to right the "Castle on the Park,"

St. Mark and Santora Supplies, foimer B'ndi David Temple

and its entrance. Above left: fornpr Methodist Church;

above right and below: former St. John's Evangelical Lutheran

Church, now the Hua Zang Si Buddhist Temple. All photos

by the author
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... and Counting

"Faith is taking the flrst step even when you don't see

the whole staircase."

Martin Luther King, Jr.

www.brainyquote.con

Resting spots for some well-known California

architects

Bernard Maybeck 
.l862-1957

Mountain View Cemetery, 0akland

Charles Sumner Greene 1867-1957

Monterey City Cemetery, Monterey

Julia Morgan 1872-1957

Mountain View Cemetery, 0akland

Timothy Pflueger 1892-1945

Cypress Lawn Memorial Park, Colma

Paul Williams 18941980

Evergreen Cemetery, Los Angeles

Wallace Neff 1895-1982

Mountain View Cemetery, Altadena

Albert Frey 19031998

Itelwood Murray Cemetery, Palm Springs

htt ps//d iqita l. I i b.wash i nqton.ed u

l{umber of cemeteries in the US

100,000 plus

www.idreanof.con

The number of mega-churches in California

9?

A megachurch is a church having 2,000 or more

attendees for a typical weekly service.

www.anqelf ire.com

Cathedrals in California

0ldest The Cathedral of San Carlos Borromeo,

Monterey, completed 1794

Newest: The Cathedral of Christ the Light, 0akland,

completed 2008

www.cat h ed ra lsof c a I i forn i a.co m

Some contemporary cathedrals with design accolades

The Cathedral of Christ the Light, OaktanO, 2008

Craig Hartman, S0M

Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels, Los Angeles,2002

Jos6 Rafael Moneo

Crystal Cathedral, Garden Grove, 1961, 1980, 1990

Richard Neutra, Philip Johnson, & Rlchard Meier

www.wikipedia.com

Top quarterly published on religious architecture

faith I Form: the lnterfaith Journal on Religion,

Art and Architecture

www.faithandforn.com

Number of California architects in the AIA's lnterfaith

Forum on Religion, Art I Architecture

3?0

www.aiacc.org

Three books on chapels

lhe Rothko Chapel: tilritings on Art and the fhreshold

of the Divine, Dominique de Menil (Menil

Collection, 2010)

lhe Chapel of St. lgnatius, Steven Holl (princeton

Architectural Press, 1999)

Le Corbusier: lhe Chapel at Ronchamp

Daniele Pauly (Birkhauser Architecture, 2007)

htt p://l i bra r i es.c ca.ed u /

Three books on the architecture of loss

fhe lexture of Menory: Holocaust Memorials and

Meaninq, James E. Young (Yale University

Press,'1993)

The American Resting Place, Marilyn yalom (Houghton

Miff lin Harcourt, 2008)

Emerqent Memory: lhe National AIDS Memorial

Competition, Neal Schwartz, editor (National AIDS

Memorial Grove,2005)

htt p://l i b ra ri es.cca.ed u/

David Meckel, FAIA

Some religious structures that have received

AIACC awards (1984-2009)

First Presbyterian Church of Incino

Fields Devereaux Architects & Engineers

St. Gregory's Episcopal Church, San Francisco

Goldman Architects

First Chrrch of Christ Scientist, Glendale

LPA, lnc.

St. Matthew's Parish Church, Pacific Palisades

Moore Ruble Yudell

St. Andrew Presbyterian Church, Sonoma

Tanner Leddy Maytum Stacy Architects

Restoration of the Cathedral of the Blessed

Sacrament, Sacramento,

Beyer Blinder Belle Architects & Planners LLp

Ihe Cathedral of Christ the Light, 0akland

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLp

Congregation Beth Sholom, San Francisco

Stanley Saitowitz/Natoma Architects lnc.

www.aiacc.orq

Numbers of Californians born / deceased in 2009

5?6,774 1196,190

www.dof.ca.qov
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|ohn Chase brought to the arcCA Editorial

Board a rare combination of intellect and imag-

ination, voicing a five-octave range of design

possibilities. He taught us to enioy, critically

but without preiudice, everything from draper-

ies to general plans, from the precisely engi-

neered to the ad hoc, from the symphony hall

to the hot dog stand. fohn reminded us how

very large the world is, how very large architec'

ture can be; and he showed us how to assume

our correspondingly large responsibilities with

generous good humor, even with delight. fC

Coda
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John Leighton Chase

1953-2010
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